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INTRODUCTION 

Self-·interest is defined ln t,he Concise Oxford 

Dic'tionary as being II actua'ted or absorbed in what one con-

ceives to be 'for one's interests Ii. We propose in this s:tudy 
:-. - -. 

to discuss the element of self-interest in Moliere's 

characterisation in psychological, dramatic and comic terms. 

Self~interest is viewed, not merely as a form of caricature, 

but as an important aspect of Moliere's theatre. The theme 

of the moi desaxe in Moliere is discussed by A. J. Krails

heimerl ; our work on this topic is greatly inspired by his 

contribution. Krailsheimer, being primarily concerned with 

the evoluti.on of the moi desaxe from Descartes to La Bruyere, 

is perhaps prevented from assessing this theme in Moliere 

in great detail. 

We tend to differ wi tJi.'Krailsheimer, at leas't on one 

point. He neglects the theme of self-interest in Moliere's 

farces on the grounds t,ha t II it is those plays which provoke 

thought which remain the most successful. 112 W. 3 G. Moore , 

lAo J. Krailsheimer, Studies in self-interest from 
Descartes to La Bruyere (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
19621~- pp. 152-172. 

311Which is held up to great,er ridicule, the rogue or 
the dupe? The question suggests interesting conclusions about 
the structure of comedy. The satire on Argan is surely as keen 

1 
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on the other hand, argues that self-interest is to be found both 

in the characters of Moliere's more literary comedies and 

those of his farces. vJe would perhaps adhere to w. G. Moore's 

view, as self-interest seems to be particularly evident in 

Scapin, who demands our attention almost continuously through-

out the farce, Les Fourberies de Scapin. He would seem to 

be the keystone of the play's edifice l as Simon has observed: 

"Chacun Ie croit son valet, mais trompant tout Ie monde l il 

sert Ie seul th§&tre."4 

In considering the psychological aspect of self-interest, 

we must bear in mind Moliere's principle, "lorsque vous peignez 

les hommes I il fa.ut peindre d' apres nature. 11
5 (r,a Cri t.ique 

de l'Ecole des Femmes, vi, p. 208). The point is further 

elucidated by Jean-Louis Barrault: "Toute l'histoire du 

th§&tre nous apprend que cet art prend sa source dans l'imitationj 

comprenons l non la pale copie de la nature, mais la re

cr§ation de la vie par des moyens artificiels. u6 In our 

as . that on Purgon. The pedants 'i<'7ho write bad verses are treated 
no more harshly than the girls gullible enough to praise them, 
Alceste is 110 more eccentric than C§limene or Arsinoe, Don 
Juan than Sganarelle." 
W. G. Moore, Moliere, A Ne'vv criticism (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1962), pp. 85-86. 

4A. Simon, ilLes Rites §lemel'li:.aires de la com§die 
moli§resque ll

, p. 27. 

SAIl quotations are taken from the du Seuil edition 
of Moliere's writings. 

6Jean-LOuis Barrault, Nouvelles Reflexions sur Ie 
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study, we are concerned with prevalent as opposed to occasional 

self-interest. 

As W. G. Moore 7 has pointed out, it would seem that 

self-interest is prevalent both in the rogue and in the fool 

to an unnatural degree, largely because they represent extremes 

of conduct. This unnatural or abnormal self--in-terest is the 

criterion we will use in assessing Moli~re's characters to 

determine those with which the study will be concerned.- The 

following figures would seem to qualify for analysis: the 

valet fourbe t the impostort the pedant[ the jaloux, the miser, 

the hypochondriac, the marquis ridicule, the-coquette, the 

prude and the pr~Gieuse. It should be mentioned that Tartuffe 

and Dom Juan are regarded as impostors because of their 

hypocr.isy; the prude is largely the female counterpart of the 

hypocrite. To divide these figures rigidly into rogues and 

fools would perhaps be an over-simplification. Sganarelle may 

be termed a fool and Scapin a rogue, but in more complex 

characters such as Tartuffe and Argan, tyranny and gullibility 

8 would seem to be fused, as W. G. Moore has noted. psycihological 

motivation in Moliere's characters generally tends to be 

Theatre (Paris: FloJTlffiarion, 1959), p. 12. 

7 G ] . "- . - . 72 W. • Moore f Mo _J_ere I a New Crl tlclsm, p. . 

8~bid., p. 72. 
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conscious in the rogue and unconscious in the fool; this 

largely determines the nature of the self-interest. The rogue 

has a greater degree of a'V'lareness, which enab'les him to have 

more control over his inner mo·tives. It is precisely this 

awareness which seems to be lacking in the fool. Further-

more, Moliere's charac·ters are perhaps motivated ~i ·ther by 

an idea or a physical object, the former being by far the 

more common, at least in Krailsheimer's opinion. 9 

Despite the variety of psychological response, a 

10 general pattern of behaviour may be postulated. In each 

case there is a figure, normal in all respects save one, who 

follows his own inclinations at the expense of the feelings 

of others. The actual drama stems from the conflict behveen 

this figure and others l normally in the form of some irrevocable 

action such as marriag'e I and which will have the effect of 

extending the figure's authority. The d§nouement is usually 

contrived by undermining the egoist on some issue, a lawsuit 

for instance, and thus limiting his threat to normality. 

Nevertheless I the d§nouement in no way diminishes the character J s. 

egoism, at least if one subscribes to Bailly's view: 

gA. J. Krailsheimer, Studies in self-Interest_frorn 
Descartes~La Bruyere, p. 169. 

10Ibid., p. 153. 



Mais r -- et crest un trait important du genie de 
Moliere, -- s'il recompense la jeunesse ou 10. vertu, 
et sir par la meme, il chatie le vice, -- jamais 
il ne nous le montre corrige. 11 n'y a pas de 
conversions dans son thea~re, et c'est peut-&tre 
par la qu'il est le plus vrai. ll 

Secondly, we deal with the dramatic exploitation of 

self-in'terest, with regard to language and plot-structure. 

Verbal banter in Moliere, as Garapon suggests, is seldom 

5 

. gratui tous. Indeed, it would appear that certain techniques/ 

namely latinisms , use of jargon, repetition and symmetry, 

stycomy-thia, approbation serve to reveal the element of 

self-interest. With regard to plot-structure; it has been 

noted that Moliere's dramatic production falls into -three 

12 periods, each characterised by the structure of the plays. 

Up till 1662 and L'Ecole des Femme~l binary structure is pre-

valenti it largely rests on the conflict between good sense 

and the egoism of a character bent on imposing his own views, 

although this good sense may triumph through cunning. Ternary 

structure is to be found between 1663 and 1669; it -is 

characterised by the presenta·tion of two extremes and a juste 

milieu representing good sense. In the plays produced bet-

ween 1669 ~nd 1673, Moliere once again returns to binary 

llA. Bailly, L J Ecole 1 . fC • 53 ___ . __ c_~_a_s s lque .... r a~~::!: s e / p. . 

12 Charles P. Mauron, Des metaphores obsedant.es au 
!!lythe._pe!".§...,?nnel (Paris: Corti, 1963) i pp. 275--277-:----
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structure. Mauron argues 13 that binary structure owes much 

to farce; whereas ternary structure is more closely affiliated 

to literary comedy and the romanesgue. We hope to show that 

both combine to translate self-in-terest into dramatic terms. 

Ternary structure perhaps favours the more complex character's 

machi.nations and bina:f'y struc-ture the more simple form of 

egoism. 

Thirdly, as a trait of character one would hardly 

consider self-interest amusir~g. In Moli~re's opinion, how-

ever, comit;treatment can serve to render defects ridiculous: 

Car enfini je trouve qu'il est bien plus aise de se 
guinder sur de grands sentiments, de braver·en 
vers la fortune,. .que d'entrer comme il.faut dans 
Ie ridicule des hommes l et de rendre agreablement 
sur Ie theatre les defauts de tout Ie monde. 
(La Cri t_igue de I' Ecole des Fenunes I vi I p. 208). 

Moliere's comic principle largely rests on "entrer comme il 

faut dans Ie -ridicule des hommes" (loc. cit.). For this 

ridicule to provoke amusement, one must: "se laisser prendre 

aux choses, et de n'avoir ni prevention aveugle, ni com-

plaisance affectee r ni delicatesse ridicule". (La Criti~~ 

de I' Ecol.e d~_s Femmes, v, p. 205) 

Defects ~uch as self-inteiest are exposed and ridiculed 

in Moliere, with the aid of certain techngiues, some of which 

p. 276. 
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are selected for discussion. Automatism, irony and con-

vention help to achieve a comic effect; while the moral element 

inherent in the theme of self-interest leads to a discussion 

of the possibility of catharsis. The point is to ascertain 

whether the moral element is implicit rather than systematic; 

W. G. Moore maintains that it is implicit: 

The initial error lies in 
and moral implications. 
discover that Moliere had 
aim. 14 

confusing moral aims 
But it is impossible to ( 

any conscious,moral ) 

Then the varying comic responses elicited by the portrayal 

of self-interest are viewed, more especially with regard to 

wi t and h"LLmour. Wit as opposed t.o humour is often t.endentious I 

15 in the Freudian sense, and intellectuali it generally 

rouses outright laughter. Humour, however, tends to be less 

trenchant and appeals to our sense of sympathy to a limited 

extent, thus only an ironic smile is raised. 

In our discussion of the psychologicai, dramatic 

and comic exploitation of self~interest, it would seem that 

the backcloth against which Moliere's characters are viewed 

is normality. In this sense, we perhaps reveal the extent 

l5 S . Freud, Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1960), p. 96. 
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to which his comedies display what Gouhier has termed lila 

double fide1i te a la verite comique et a la reali -te humaine. 11
16 

The nature of this normality is widely disputed, largely be-

cause the satirical element in Moliere engenders a certain 

confusion be-tween moral aims and comic expediency. Indeed, 

in examining Moliere's comedy we endeavour to examine the 

justification for Jouvet's assertion: 

Tout ce qui est intention ou volonte altere l'acte 
du theStre, il ne peut y avoir d'autre premeditation 
que de conqugte ou d'amour. Le fouet de la 
satire est un instrument symboligue pour 
l'ecrivain. 17 . 

16Henri Gouhier, Le The&tre et l'Existence (Paris: 
Aubier, Editions Montaigne, 1952) I p. 147. 

17 . J t T~ . 1 Th~-t (p . LOU1S ouve, emolgnages sur e ea re arlS: 
F1ammarion, 1952) I p. 69. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PSYCHOI,OGY OF SELF-INTEREST 

This deals largely with conscious an6 unconscious 

motivation in the behaviour of Moli~rels characters, which 

should enable us to gain some psychological insight into their 

self-interest. Artaudlhas, however, raised an objection to 

the psychological approach: 

;/It must be said that the domain of the theatre is 
'co not psychological but plastic and physical. And it 

is not a question of whether the physical language 
of thea-tre is capable of achieving the same psycho~ 
logical resolutions as the language of words, whether 
it is able to express feelings and passions as well 
as words, but whether they are not attitudeg in the 
realm of thought and intelligence that words are in
capable of grasping and that gestures G_nd every thing
partaking of a spatial language attain with more 
precision than they.l 

On the o-ther hand, the plastic element is subordinated 

by Alfred de Vigny, who has described a playas "une pensee 

qui se metamorphose en rnachine.,,2 Furthermore, the psychological 

approach is used by Hauron in Des Hetaphor:es obsedantes au 

Hythe personnel_. We could perhaps regard d:cama as a fusion 

of the psychological and the plastic, or as Jouvet has aptly 

3 saini "de 11 imagination eJc de la parole. II The justification 

lA ' t d Th Th t d 't D bl (N Y k nton1n Ar au 1 - e ea re an 1-S OR e ew or: 
Grove Press, 1958), p. 71. 

2Cited by Louis Jouvet, Temoignages. "' p. 21. 

3Louis Jouvet, Re£lexions du comedien (Paris: Librairie 
theatrale, 1952), p. 160:------ ----

9 



for this would seem to be found in Lanson's statement: 

Dans Moli~re Ie sentiment int§rieur, qui se pousse 
em dehors me-t tout I' homme en branle I et Ie dis
cours s'accompagne d'une grimace, d'une posture, 
qui l' interpr~-tent et Ie compl~tent. 4 

10 

Self':'interest appears to be prevalent in the majority 

5 
of Moli~re's characters, but there are certain notable ex-

ceptions, who are not unduly unnatural and do not exhibit 

wha-t Freud terms Jldeviations from normal thinking. Jl6 On this 

basis, we would exclude the naIve valet such as Jodelet as Gros-

R -- 7 ene. The raisonneur, such as Philinte of ~e Misanthrope, 

represents the juste milieu and thus would scarcely ificarnate 

any form of excess detrimental to others. The bourgeois is 

generally not portrayed as exhibiting an unnatural degree of 

. 8 
egolsm i characters like B§ralde of ~e Malade imaginaire dis-

play good sense and prudence. We should perhaps distinguish 

between bourgeois as a social status and as a dramatic attribute. 

Sganarelle is described as a "bourgeois ll in Le cocu j.maginaire, 

~'Ec:.:9.1e des l',laris and L' Amour m§decin, this being merely his 

40Gustave Lanson, "Moliere et· la farce ll
, p. 141. 

5V. Introduction, p. 3. 

6S . Freud, Jokes and their Relation to 
p. 60. 

7The naIve valet is the second zanno in the Italian 
90mmedia dell' arte_. Jodelet was first portrayed by Scarron. 

8 L. I,. Bernard, "Moliere and the Historian of French 
Society" I p. 541. 



social rank. Sganarelle's social status varies, though the 

dramatic portrayal remains constant, at least in Lanson's 

view: 

Par essence, il [Sganarelle] est seulement peuple, 
ignorant, egoiste 1 buveur, poltron, simple, sauf 
quand la peur 01.1 l'inter§t lui aiguisent l'esprit. 
II est mur 01.1 vieux, paysan 01.1 bourgeois, mari, 
tuteur 01.1 pere. •• 9 

We would also exclude from our study the servante, Toinette 

of Le Malade imaginaire for instance, who is generally en-

dowed with a sense of duty and with good sense in Moliere. 

11 

The boastful soldier only appears once, namely ln the figure 

i 
i 

/ 

of Sylvestre in·Les Fourberies de Scal?in; and one appearance is 

scarcely representative. 

In Moliere's plays, there is a wide range of psycho-

logical response, whether conscious or unconscious, behind 

the prevalertt self-interest. Generally speaking, Krails

heimer lO suggests that his characters are either motivated 

by an idea or by a concrete object like money. Undue attach~ 

ment to a particular idea can result in abnormal self-interest, 

by love of one's own welfare and in some cases, by disregard 

for the fe~lings of others. A person acting in this way may 

9Gustave Lanson, "Moliere at la farce", p. 148. 

J.O . 1 h . S d' . S] f . L t A. J. Kral s elIDer, tu les ln e. -lnLeres . • I 

p. 169. 
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11 be termed a monomaniac, according to Nelson, if his con-

duct becomes so abnormal that it leads to isolation from the 

rest of society and its norms. This is a person lacking what 

Ramon Fernandez has termed lila vision double".12 

Fixation about social elevation characterises the 

existence of the precieuses of Les Pr~cieuses ridicules. The 

seventeenth century precieux movement is largely associated 

with the aristocratic Marquise de Rambouillet and her 

chambre bleue and with the literary Mlle. de Scudery. Its 

original purpose was t.O infuse much--needed purity into 

language and refinement into manners. In this respect, Cousin's 

definition of the precieuse may be applicable: 

On appelai t precieuses, tou-tes les femmes qui 
avaient un peu de culture et d'agrement. 13 

Graduall~, the original aims were lost to view and affectation 

set in. Cath,?s and Madelon are more preoccupied with the 

external manifestations of preciosite than with the way of 

life it represents. 

11 Robert J. Nelson, liThe UnreQonstrncted Heroes of 
M01iere ll

, p. 14. 

12 Ramon Fernandez, La Vie de Holiere - (Paris: Ga11imard, 
1939) I p. 136. 

13 . . -- -- f . d d' .... V~ Cousln, La Soclete :ranQalse u lx-septleme 
siecle 0. I apres- Ie- gr-ancrCyrus, chapt:-- XII I cited by .p-.----
Benichou; Horales dugrand Siecle, p. 183. 
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The two girls are affecting 'pre'ciosite as a means 

of escaping from the bourgeois prospect of love and marriage. 14 

It would seem, however, that they are unconsciously motivated 

by the desire to dominate. They endeavour to attract and sub-

jugate men by virtue of their intellect. Hence Madelon refers 

to the mirror as "Ie conseiller des gdkes" (vi. p. 104) and 

intersperses her conversation with notions drawn from Mlle. 

de Scudery's novels. Her sense of superiority is quite 

apparent when she addresses her father thus: 

Mon Dieu, que vous ~tes vulgaire! Pour moil un de 
mes etonnements, c'est que vous ayez pu faire une 
fille si spirituelle que moi. (v. p. 103) 

On Ma~carille's arrival, however, her tone changes and she 1S 

obliged to admit that both she and Cathos are unknown pro= 

vincials: "Helas! nous ne sommes pas encore connues. " 

(ix. p. 105) 

The femmes savantes also seem anxious to escape from 

the dreariness of everyday life. Chrysale complains that 

household chores are neglected for more intellectual pursuits: 

Raisonner est I" emploi de toute rna maison, 
Et Ie raisonnement en bannit la raison. 
L'~n me brule mon rot! en lisant quelque histoire; 
L'autre reve a des v~rs/, quand je demande a boire. 
(Les Femmes s:"m:yan!:.es, II, vi, 11597-600) 

14"Cathos and Madelon, by identifying life with the 
vicissitudes of fiction, have tried to protect themselves 
from the dull hazards of day to day existence." J. D. 
Hubert, Moli~re and the' Comedy of Intellect (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles: University of california Press, 1962), p. 21. 
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14 

Hubert15 interprets this show of learning as a compensation 

for their inability as women to dominate elsewhere, such as 

in po Ii tlcs. They do not confine their efforts to becoming 

socially acceptable, as it would seem that has already been 

achieved. They consciously assert their superiority over 

men by denying the physical aspect of existence; or so one 

would gather from Armande l who envisages marriage as a form 

of servitude to men. 

Loin d'etre aux lois d'un homme en esclave asservie, 
Marriez-vous, ma soeur, ~ la philosophie, 
Qui nous monte au-dessus de tout Ie genre humain, 
Et donne a la raison l'empire souverain, 
Soumettant a ses lois la partie animale, 
Dont llapp~tit grossier aux betes nous ravale. 
(I. i.ll 43-48) 

Furthermore, Philaminte 

female intellectual. superiority. 

]' C' 
.0::> anxious to vindicate 

Mais nous voulons montrer a de certains esprits, 
Dont llorgueilleux savoir nous traite avec m§pris, 
Que de science aussi les feruues sont meublees; 
Conduites en cela par des ordres meilleurs. 
(III. ii.lI. 91-94) 

Hence her intention of founding an academy that. will dominate 

the' literary life of the country: "Un dessein plein de gloire, 

et qui sera vant~ / chez tous le~ beaux esprits de la post~rit§." 

(III, iii. 11.911-912) Behind the fa~ade of learning, per-

1511 
In shortl these predatory females do not really 

care about ideas or even about the purit.y of the French 
language; they merely use philosophy as a means of asserting 
something much more basic. Deprived for obvious reasons of 
military or political dominance, they find in these learned 
academies some form of compensation. II J. D. Hubert, ~~lieE~_ 
and the Comedy of Intellect, p. 243. 
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haps lurks envy of Henriette, and a desire to love and to be 

loved, at least in the case of Armande. The latter claims 

to have little a-ttachment to men F and yet accuses Henriette· 

of stealing Clitandre from her: 

Mais crest un dessein qui serait malhonngte 
Que de vouloir d'une autre enlever la conqugtei 
Et ce n'est pas un fait dans Ie monde ignore 
Que Clitandre ait pour moi hautement soupire. 
(I. i. 11. 91-94) 

It would, therefore, seem that having adopted the precieux 

scorn for carnal instincts, amour-propre forbids her to 

reveal her inner misgivings. Her self-interest is under-

mined by Clitandre's frapk avowal of love for Henri~tte; but 

not destroyed, as Bailly maintains: 

Dupes, bafoues, chaties.par la vie, les ridicules de 
Moli~re s'indignent et consentent parfois ~ changer 
·de resolutions, mais ils ne sauraient changer leurs 
coeurs. 16 

Thus Philamirite still clings to philosophy and Madelon ob-

serves: "C'est une piece sanglante qu'ils nous ont faite!" 

( XVI I I P . III ) 

Undue attachment to the idea of spiritual direction 

is largely the cause of Orgon's undoing, at least in Krails-

h · , . 17· H' . . 1 . t t d . t . elmer s Vlew. e lS prlmarl_y ln eres e ln guaran e~lng 

l6A• Bailly, L' Ecole classique fran52!:~_se, p. 53. 

l7A• J. Krailsheimer, Studies in Self-interest. . , 
p. 159. 
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his spiritual welfare at all costs. Tartuffe, a rogue en-

dowed with "double vision", holds out the promise of salvation 

in return for entire submission to his guidanpe in all matters 

a proposition which argon foolishly accepts. argon is 

qui te willing to sacrifice his family I swell-being, con--

trary to Christian ethics. He abandons his wife, drives out 

his son, orders his daughter to marry Tartuffe, and makes the 

impos·tor his sole heir. This abnormal behaviour in a hus~ 

band and a father may well be termed monomania. Indeed, 

Krailsheimer describes argon as a "spiritual hypochondriac, 

afraid of losing the source of his quack remedies.,,18 He 

is almost paranoid in his defence of Tartuffe: 

Je sais bien quel motif ~ l'attaguer t'oblige, 
Vous Ie hafssez tous; et je vois aujourd'hui 
Ferrmle, enfants et valets I dechalnes contre lui. 
On met impudemment toute chose en usage 
Pour oter de chez moi ce devot personnage: 
Mais plus on fait d'efforts afin de lIen bannir, 
Plus jlen veux employer ~ l'y mieux retenirj 
Et je vais me hgter de lui donner ma fille, 
Pour confondre l'orgueil de toute ma famille. 
(III. v. 11.1118-1126) 

It is perhaps significant that argon foresakes the 

impostor because the latter, in the effort to win Elmire, 

wounds his ·pride by referring to him as lI un homme. .a mener 

par Ie nez". (IV. v. 1. 1524) Then he goes to the other 

extreme and vows unqualified hatred for the pious, without 

bothering to distinguish bet.ween piet.y and hypocrisy. In 

---_.-------, 

18A J 17 .] l' . S t d' ". elf' t" . t • . :\.ral _S11elmer, U leS 111 .:Je . -In eres. • , 
p. 159. 



the light of this· voTt·e·f~ce I Orgon i s religious convictions 

would not appear to be deeply-rooted. La Rochefoucauld's 

analysjs would seem to be vertinent: 

Les vertus se perdent dans l'interet comme les 
fleuves se perdent dans la mer. 19 

He maintains that, lacking alike the fortitude to-follow 

17 

true virtue and the conviction to follow vice, men take the 

line of least resistance by indulging in hypocritical acts 

of feigned virtue: 

Nul ne merite d'etre laue de sa bonte s'il n'a pas 
la force d'etre mechant. Toute autre bonte n'est, 
Ie plus souvent, qu'une paresse ou une impuissance 
de la volonte. 20 

Since Orgon lacks the volition to be consistently virtuous 

or wicked, he differs from more conscious hypocrites like 

Tartuffe, whose hypocrisy may perhaps be described as "un 

hommage que le vice rend a la vertu ll
•
2l 

Orgon's attachment to Tartuffe possibly reveals a 

desire to dominate, motivated by self-interest, since he 

is not averse to relinquishing his wife, children and wealth. 

Inqeed 1 he seems bent on humi1ia-ting his family to show his 

19La Rouchefoucauld, Maximes (Paris: Garnier, 1961), 
no. 171. 

20 Ibid • I no. 237. 

21:=bi~. I no. 218. 
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authori ty, at least to Ta"rtuffe: 

Faire enrager tout le monde est rna plus grande joie; 
Et je veux quia toute heure avec elle [Elmire] on 

vous voie. 
Ce n'est pas tout encor: pour les mieux braver tous, 
Je ne veux point avoir d I autre heri ter que vous, " 
Et je vais de ce pas, en fort bonne mani~re, 
Vous faire de mon bien donation entiere. " 
Un bon et franc anii, que pour gendre je prends, 
M'est bien plus cher que fils, que femme, et que 

"parents. (III. vii.ll. 1173-1180) 

The basic difference between the egoism of Tartuffe and that 

of argon lies largely in the deg-ree of avlareness. In this 

22 respect, Nelson maintains that Tartuffe displays false 

devotion, whereas argon exhibits blind devotion. It is 

almos t inevit.able in the context that argon I with his limited 

awareness, should fall victim to the impostor's wiles, the 

deus ex machina presenting perhaps the only possible solution. 

Once the situation alters and Tartuffe is convicteq argon, 
" . 23 

IIsuivant le naturel des ames foibles" , tries to indicate 

~I 

I 
his self-esteem by insulting the impostor, but is dissuaded. 

Conscious self-interest would seem to be evident in 1 
Dom Juan's preoccupation with the notion of If l

' 24 \ se -re lance. _J 

22Robert J. Nelson, The Unreconstructed Heroes of 
Mo 1 i ~ r e", p. 1 7 . 

2~L tt 1'1 t '0 d 11 l'~ e- re sur. .. mpos eur ln euvres e 0 ~ere, 

ed. Despois et Mesnard, IV~:ss:r:-
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This attitude may be interpreted as magnanimity in the 

seventeenth century sense: "La magnanimit§ m§prise tout 

pour avoir tout. 11
25 Dam Juan strives to free himself from 

all bonds both of a supernatural and a human order. Nelson 

maintains that. he makes a ,/lconscious effort to mystify others 

by adopting a series of poses; it is in this respect that he 

is a hypocrite: 

With Dam Juan, 'hypocrisy' is not a matter of ethics 1 
but of esthetics: he is a hypocrite only in the .J 
etymological sense of the word: an actor. 26 

This is perhaps one of Moliere's most controversial 

playsr condemned alike for atheism by the parti d§vot:. and for 

artistic disunity.27 The play is difficult to assess, largely 

because of the divergence of opinion amongst critics about 

the value of the playas an artistic creation. Doolittle, 

however, champions the aesthetic unity of Dam Juan: 

The stubborn belief in a unifying principle beneath 
the manifold appearances of human nature is. .one 
of the deep--rooted preoccupations of the thought and 
art of Moliere's century. .' . in Dam Juan Moliere has 
created his finest single artistic expression of this 
theme. 28 

25 . 
La Rochefoucauld, l"i.axin~es, no. 248. 

26Robert J. Nelson, "The Unreconstructed Heroes of 
Moliere", p. 19. 

27J . D. Hubert, Moliere and the Comedy of Intellect, 
p. 113. 

28 James Doolittle, "Humanity of Naliere's Dam Juan", 
p. 533. 

i 
! 
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Michaut expresses a smilar view, although he has certain 

reservations about the play's non-conformi-ty with French 

classical stafidards. 29 

Dom Juan's supposed self-reliance is largely mani-

2D 

fested on two planes: as ,grand-seigneur and as mechant homme. 

This distinction would appear to be reminiscent of the Pascalian 

dicotomy between grandeur d'etablissement, which every aristocrat 

possesses, and grandeur naturelle, which is natural and there-

fore, independent of rank and circumstance. 3D Dom Juan uses 

the advantage of noble birth and wealth to charm women of 

various social ranks I Jco gratify his amour·-propre. . This view 

is perhaps justified by Pascal's observation: 

Nous avons une' source d'amour-propre qui 
nous represente a nous--meme cormne pouvant 
remplir plusieurs places au dehors; c'est c~ 
qui est cause que no us sonunes bien aises 
d'etre aimes. Comme on Ie souhaite avec 
ardeur, on Ie remarque bien vite. 31 

Dom Juan himself confesses that love affairs are but a means I 
\ 

of asserting his superiority: 
f 
\. 

29 G. Michaut, Les Luttes de Moliere (Paris: Hachette, 
1925) I pp.' 152-153. 

3D v. B. Pascali Trois discours sur la Condition des 
grands in Pensees et" opuscul~~, pp. 231-238. 

31 1 " 1 P . d 1 'An B. Pasca " D1SCours sur es aSSlons e mur, 
in Pensees. ' ., p. 128. 

...... -~ 



Enfin, il n'est rien de si doux que de 
triompher de la resistance d'une belle personnei 
et j J ai 1 sur ce sujet I l' ambi tioD. des conquerants 1 

qui volent perpetuellement de victoir? en vic·toire 1 

et ne peuvent se resoudre ~ borner leurs souhaits. 
il ti'est rien qui puisse arreter l'impetuosib'~ 
de mes desirSi je me sens un coeur a aimer toute 
la terre. (1. ii. p. 287) 

The mut ual affection of a young couple arouses his envy, as 

he frankly admits: 

La tendresse visible de leurs mutuelles ardeurs 
me donna de l' emotion; j' en fus frappe au coeur I 
et mon amour commenga par la jalousie. 

21 

As mutual affection would seem to presuppose interdependence, 

if only perhaps to a limited extent l the sight of a happy 

c6uple possibly thwarts his notion of self-reliance.' 

Secondly I Dom Juan plays the rale of the mechant 

homme. rfhis wickedness lies, in Nelson I s opinion, in his 

" 'd' d' If d f' ... ." 32 h' overrl lng rlve to se - e lnltlon In actlon I w lch can 

only be accomplished by a rejection of established conventions.~3 
d ·· 11 l' . ., . 34 Dom Juan, tra ltlona y alar In Hubert s vlew, uses con';' 

ventions for his own ends; and it is in this sense that he 

possibly rejects them. Hence he justifies his desertion of 

Elvire by claiming remorse at having abducted her from a con-

vent: 

32 Robert J. Nelson, liThe Unreconstructed Heroes of 
Moliere", p. 26. 

33 James Doolittle, "Humanity of Moliere's Dom Juan", 
p. 532. 

34J . D. Hubert, Moliere and the Comedy of Intellect, 
p. 120. 



II fu'est venu des scrupules, madame, et j'ai 
ouvert les yeuxde l' arne sur ce que je faisais. 
J'ai fait r~flexion, que pour vous ~pauser, je
vaus ai derobee a ,la clo,ture d 'un couvent. 
et que Ie ciel est fart jalqux ~e c~s sarte§ de 
chases. (I. iii. p. 290) 

He assumes the full guise of hypocrisy in the last Act, by 

feig~ing to disavo~ past follies. He is perhaps motivated 

by what La Rochefoucauld terms prudenCe': 

Les vices entrent dans la composition des vertus, 
camme les poisons entrent dans la composition 
des remedes. La prudence les assemble et les 
tempere, et elle s'en sert utilement contre 
les maux de la vie. 35 

This notion is corrobora-ted by Dam Juan's explanation of 

the motive for his conduct: 

Cleat un dessein que j'a{ form§ par pure politique, 
un stratageme utile, une grimace n~cessaire 
au je veux me contraindre pour m~nager un 
pere dont j'ai besoin, et me mettre a couvert, 
du cot~ des hommes, de cent facheuses aventures 
qui pourraient m'arriver. (V. ii. p. 307) 
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Thus he is obliged to admit the expediency of human interde-

pendence at least, if not its intrinsic merit. He also 

tolerates the company of Sganarelle, his valet, whose views 

he despises, if only out of sheer necessity.36 

Dom Juan is also wicked in that he is an esprit f<?rt, 

3611Moreover,he [Dam Juan] needs servants to dress 
him for the part of seducer." J. D, Hubert,' Moliere and the 
S:0medy of Ir~ __ ~elle9t-, p. 129 ~ 



who applies cold logic to matters of faith. 37 This is 

probably the sort of sceptic to whom Pascal's Pehs~es are 

addressed. In Dom Juan's search for self--sufficiency, he 

comes into conflict with the supernatural. His attempt to 

rationalise the supernatural in human terms fails, and he 

is obliged to admit that the statue baffles his intellec·t 

(v. ii. p. 307). Nevertheless, he refuses to abandon his 

hupocrisy both in the presence of the spectre, representing 

divine grace in Michaut's view,38 and before the statue. 

1 . 39 1 . . h .. d . Ne son contends tlat 1t 1S trough sU1c1de an damnat10n 

that Dom Juan proclaims his self-reliance, and that since 

these are his own conscious options, his dire end does not 

23 

necessarily imply the failure of his ideal. This would seem 

to be contrary to W. G. Moore's opinion of Dom Juan as II a 

man who despises humanity, who sets himself apart and above 

the rest and is thus bound, being human, to fail. 1l40 This 

37 ... . h d . . 1 .. b D ' Ben1C ou raws Slml arltles etween om Juan s 
situation and the .predicament of the feudal aristocracy under 
Louis XIV. The roi soleil curtailed their power by the trans
forming them intc: a noblesse de cour. Their desire to dominate 
is reflected in the esprit fort notion's prevalence cuuongst 
aristocrats. P. B§nichou, Morales du grand Si~cle, p. 171. 

38 G. Michaut, .Les Luttes de Moliere, p. 182. 

39 Robert J. Nelson, 1I'1'he Unreconstructed Heroes of 
l'-10li~re II 1 p. 27. 

40w. G. Moore, IlDom Juan Reconsidered", p. 514. 
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is, in our view, belied by t.he fact that Dom's Juan humanity 

is possibly also a deliberate choice, for he gives alms to 

the Poor Man "pour l' amour de l' humani te·" (III. ii 0 p. 299). 

Furthermore, Hubert regards the denouement as an "apocalyptic 

materialization,,41; Nelson and Doolittle 42 add that brute 

force as opposed to spiritual power is used to crush his 

self-reliance. We would perhaps subscribe to a more limited 

assessment, by observing that the deus ex machina would seem 

to represent an appeal to a superior power l at least in 

dramatic terms, and that Dom Juan's self~reliance is perhaps 

crushed against or rather despite his willI as with Tartuffe's . , 

hypocrisy. Krailsheimer argues the point quite cogently: 

Pathological libertinage is the cause of Dom Juan's 
downfall. If his punishment is to be eternal it is 
because he has wagered in the full knowledge of the 
odds and stakes (to use Pascal's formula) and quite 
delibertelY chosen damnation as the price for that 
freed6m from constraint which his ego demands. 43 

The distinction between two forms of conscious self-

interest, Dam Juan's self-reliance and the valet fourbe's 

41J . D. Hubert, Moliere and the Comedy of I.ntellectr 
p. 127. 

42Robert J. Nelson, liThe Unreconstructed Heroes of 
Moliere", p. 28 and James Doolittle, "Humanity of Moliere's 
Dom Juan 11 1 p. 532. 

43A J 'I h' . St d' . S If . t t . . Kral selmer,· u les ln e .-In eres. . f 

p. 164. 



cunning, is perhaps best illustrated by La Rochefaucauld's 

maxim~ 

Celui qui croit pouvoir trouver en soi-meme de 
quoi se passer de t.out Ie inonde se trompe forti 
inais celui qui croit qu'on ne peut se passer 
de lui se trompe encore davantage. 44 

The crafty valet's egoism is perhaps motivated by love of 

25 

virtuosity. The ending reveals that his intrigues are largely 

the product of ~mour-proI?re, for it is not the direct out-

come of his effort.s. Hubert makes the point, with regard to 

Scapin: 

It so happens tha"t all the energy he expends" 
and all b.is wondrous intrigues must go for 
naught., for the end would have been the same 
whether or not he intervened. 45 

In this respect, the crafty valet exaggerates his own im-

portance l a tendency in human nature which La Rochefoucauld 

notes: 

Le vrai moyen d'etre tromp§ c'est de se croire 
plus fin que les autres. 46 

We do not claim, however, that Moli~re has depicted this 

44 La Rochefoucauld, Maximes, no. 201. 

45J . D. Hubert, Moli~re and the Comedy of Intellect, 
p. 232. 

46 La Rochefoucauld, Maximes, no. 127. 



figure in great psychological depth. Indeed Lanson, among 

other critics, h~s argued that the crafty valet's character 

is basically simple, in i:he farce b.:adi"t.ion. He describes 

this sort of· figure as: 

Une nature puissamment unifiee par la domination 
d'une passion ou d'un vice qui detruit ou 
opprime toutes les autres affections et 
puissances de l'ame, et devient Ie principe 
de toutes les i~nsees et de to us les actes 
du personnage. . 

26 

This character is ~tudied, despite his rudimentary psychology, 

because he exhibits considerable self-interest, though this is 

~. db' 1 h' 48 not Cllscusse y Kral_S e~mer . The element of self-interest 

emerges from Scapin's declaration: 

A vous dire la verite, il y a peu de choses qui me 
soient impossibles, quand je mIen veux meIer. J'ai 

·sans doute re9u du ciel un genie assez beau pour 
toutes les fabriques de ces gentillesses d'esprit, 

.a qui Ie vulgaire ignorant donne Ie nom de 
fourberies. (I. ii. pp. 568-569) 

Mascarille, the self-styled fourbu.m imperatorJ appears 

in three Moliere plays: L'Etourdi, Le Depit amoureux and 

Les Precieuses ridicules. We are concerned more with the 

portrayal of Mascarille as a crafty valet; Le Depit amoureux 

47G• Lanson, IIMoliere et la farce Jl
, p. 145. 

48v . A. J. Kr~ilsheimer, Studies in Self-interest. 
pp. 152-172. 

,.: 
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is, 
49 

therefore, excluded- • 
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Mascarille's tricks are a means 

of publicly proving his worth and of acquiring- -gTo"iYe 1 in the 

seventeenth century sense. This perhaps explains his annoyance 

at Lelie's one attempt at intrigue in L'Etourdie l which causes 

h · h" d I . 50 f h' . lm to pour out lS woes In pseu O-lerOlC as_lonG HlS 

egoism leads him to claim that his fate is in the balance, 

and that he must choose between exhibiting bonte or courroux 

(III. i. 11·901 and 903). Indeed, since he regards intrigues 

qS "nobles travaux ll (loc. cit. 1 916), it is hardly surprising 

tha-t he should be a.verse to losing face: 

On dira que je cede a la difficultei 
Que je me trouve a bout de ma subtilite: 
Et que deviendra lars cette publique estime 
Qui te vante partout pour un fourbe sublime? 
(loc. cit. 11. 909-912) 

Despite the fact th0t Lelie's clumsiness incessantly foils 

his plans, he is gratified to be the harbinger of the good 

news that resolves his master's love affair. His attachment 

to his master is probably not due to pure altruism on his part, 

49 . . Bray notes that Wl th ]\1ascarille there lS con-
tinuity of name but discontinuity of type. R. Bray, ~oliere, 
ho@u8 de theatre, p. 155. 

50Scherer has interpreted this monologue in terms 
of a parody of Cornelian tragedy, as interpretation to which 
we are largely indebted. v. J. Scherer, "Moliere et Ie 
monologue tragique", Publications of the Modern Language 
Association of Am:erica. ,Y..lIV (Sept. 1939) 1 768-774. -



if he places such value on intrigue as a means of gaining 

public esteem. Indeed, La Rochefoucauld observes that such 

conduct 1S but another fclCet ofa~~ylr-propr.c::.: 

II semble que 11 amour-propre soi t lao dupe de 
la bont€ et qulil sloublie lui-m@me lorsque 
noustravaillons pour llavantage des autres. 
Cependant, c'est prendre Ie chemin Ie plus 
assur€ pour arriver ~ ses fins; c'est pr@ter 
~ usure, sous pr€texte de donner: c'est enfin 
s'acqu€rir tout Ie monde par un moyen subtil 
et d€licat.5l 

So far we have dealt with self·-interest motivated 
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by a fixation, by undue attachment to an idea. vvith Harpagon, 

the miser, we are presented with the sort of monomaniac 

whose existence centres on a concrete object~ money. On the 

subject of monomania Krailsheimer makes this claim: 

~oli~re's characters, as monomaniacs, are 
single-minded, pathologically so, from the 
start and thus ~aitres de soil, but the comic 
conflict derives precisely from their inability to 
extend their mastery to others, whether to 
individuals or to society as a whole. 52 

Although we would tend to agree that Harpagon's avarice is 

pathological, he can scarcely perhaps be termed maitre de soi, 

since it is precisely his monomania, in the sense of single-

mindedness, which causes him to lack conscious self--awareness. 

5lLa Rochefoucauld, Haximes, no. 236. 

52A. J. Krailsheimer, Studies in Self-interest. . 1 ,----
p. 172. 
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Indeed, the involuntary nature of his egOl.sm is noted by 

Nelson: 

We should remember that Alceste willingly banishes 
himself to his desert; the Harpagons and the Arnolphes 
are banished ul1Vlillingly. Or more precisely un
wittingly. In fact, they have been living psychologically 
in a desert from the very beginning of the play: the 
desert of their pa!ticular obsessions. 53 

54 Harpagon is then, according to W. G. Moore, a one-

track man, who has transferred to money all the affection 

that one normally gives to people, as La F1Ekhe remarks: 

En un mot, il aime llargent plus que reputation, 
qu'honneur, et que vertu. (L'Avare, II. iv. p. 441) 

Thus on dismissing La Fl~che, Harpagon's first thought is to 

ensure that the servant has no knowledge of his hidden treasurel 
J 

He I therefore, searches the servan-t from head to foot, but 

betrays himself through sheer anxiety: 

Harpagon: 

La Fl~che: 
Harpagon: 

INe serais-tu point homme a faire courir 
Ie bruit que j'ai chez moi de l'argent -1 
cache?' , 
'Vous avez de l' argent cache?' _i 

'Non, coquin, je ne dis pas cela!. 
(I. iii. p. 433) 

HaFpagon does not even trust his own children vli th money and j 

V 
often condemns their supposedIy lavish expenditure. Cleante, 

his son, is particularly criticized for wasting money on dress, 

53Robert J. Nelson l "'}Ihe Unr,econstructed Heroes of 
Mo 1 i ere" 1 p. 2 9 . 



instead of investing profitably: 

II est bien necessaire d'employer de l'argent 
a des perruques, lorsque lion peut porter des 
cheveux de son cru, qui ne content rien. Je vais 
gager qu'en perruques et rubans il y a du mains 
vingt pistolesi et vingt pistoles rapportent par 
annee dix-huit livres six sous huit deniers, a ne 
les placer qu'au denier douze. (I. iVa p. 435) 

Indeed, he unwittingly lends money to his own son at very 

high interest, and is not in the least ashamed when Cleante 
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finds out that he is the money-lender. In fact, he lays the 

blame squarely on Cleante for needing to borrow money. His 

mercenary nature is further revealed by the marriages he 

arranges for his two children, which should be of financial 
/ 

benefit to him. Cleante is to marry a rich widow, while j 
" 

Elise is to wed the ageing but wealthy Anselme, without a 

dowry. 

Harpagon is not only a mercenary father but a 

mercenary suitor. He expects Mariane's mother to bleed her-

self while, if necessary, to provide a dowry for her daughter: 

Car encore, n'epouse-t-on point une fille sans 
qu'elle apporte quelque chose. (II. v. p. 442) 

Marriage is not only a business transaction, but possibly 

also a means of extending his authority and thus gratify the 

desire to dominate. Hence he is incensed with Cleante for 

competing with him over Mariane: 

N'est-ce pas une chose epouvantable, qu'un 
fils qui veut entrer en concurrence avec son pere? 
et ne doit-il pas, par respect, s'abstenir de 
toucher a mes inclinations. (IV. i v. p. 454) 
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As Val~re astutely observes, direct confrontation only serves 

to stiffen the miser's resistance, possibly by rousing his 

desire to dominate: 

Heurter de front ses sentiments est Ie moyen de 
tout gater, et il y a de certains esprits qu'il ne 
faut prendre qulen biaisanti des temperaments 
ennemis de toute resistance; des naturels retifs, 
que la verite fait cabrer, qui toujours se 
raidissent contre Ie droit chemin de la raison. 
(1. v. p. 438). 

Although Harpagon seeks to gratify his vanity and to 

extend his authority through marriage, only money gives him 

a real sense of security.55 Hence when his casket· is stolen 

his whole charac·ter disintegrates I and a sort, of mania or a-t 

least hysteria ensues: 

Au voleur! au. voleur! a l' assassin! au meu·trier! 
Justice, juste ciel! je suis perdu, je suis assassin§; 
on m'a coupe la gorge: on m'a derobe mon argent. 
Qui peut-ce §tre? Qu'est-il devenu? ad est-il? 
AU se cache-t-il? Que ferai-je pour Ie trouver? 
AU courir? au ne pas courir? N'est-il point l~? 
N'est-il point ici? Qu'est-ce? Arr§te. (A lui-meme, 
se prenant Ie bras.) Rends-moi mon argent f coquina 
Ah :-c' est- moi !-Mon esprit est trouble. (IV. 
vii. p. 455) 

Furthermore, it would seem to be evident that Harpagon's 

authority depends on his wealth, at least as far as it is a 

support, for he says: 

55Frosine argues that Mariane's lack of dowry is 
compensated by the latter's supposed frugality, to which 
Harpagon replies: liCe compte-la nlest rien de reel,1! (II. 
v. p. 443) This we interpret to mean that the dowty or 
rather actual money is his criterion of reality. 

.\ 
.. ~\ 
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Puisque tu mles enleve, j'ai perdu mon support 
.tout est fini pour moi, et je nlai plus que faire 

au·monde. (loc. cit. p. 455) 

Harpagonls pathological case is perhaps due to his 

single-midedness and to a misplaced or rather miscalculated 

sense of domination. His horde of servants should probably be 

construed as gratification of his amour~propre, rather than 

inicpient liberality, for he forces them to suffice with the 

minimum. Money is the centre of his existence, hence he is 

willing to allow his children to marry whomsoever they wish, 

providing his casket is returned. Although he ultimately 

makes this concession, on"e may safely say that he v'llll persist 

in equating wealth with health. 

Thus .we would conclude that the trait that all these 

characters have in com..rnon is self-interest, which manifests 

itself in various guises, though largely through undue attach-

ment to an idea or to a concrete object, Harpagon probably 

being the sole example of the latter phenomenon. The psycho-· 

logical motivation of self-interest is shown to be pre-

dominantly conscious with those, such .as Dom Juan and the 

crafty valet, who are endowed with a certain perspective of 

their acti vi ties. On the other hand, the precie~~. or 

!~~1e sav_~nte; Orgon. and Harpagon largely exhibit unconscious 

motivation, for their egoism is characterised by a far lesser 

degree of self-aWareness. We would, however! remark that the 

more complex figures such as Dom Juan I thefer~~ __ .§?.9vani.:.~, 

\ 
" 
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Organ and Harpagon often combine both forms of motivation 1 

although one tends to be more predominant. A general assess-

ment of the psychology of self-interest may be made, with the 

aid of La Rochefoucarild's analysis: 

L I amour-'propre est l' amour de soi-meme et de tou·tes 
choses pour soi i il rend les hommes idolatres d I eux·
memes et les rendroi tIes tyrans des auJcres si la 
fortune leur el1 donnai t: les moyens: 
il ne se repose jamais hors de soi et ne s'arrete 
dans les sujets etrangers que comme les abeilles 
sur les fleurs, pour en tirer ce qui lui est propre 

.L~, il est ~ couvert des yeux les plus penetrants, 
il y fait mille insensibles tours et retours. La, 
il est souvent invisible ~ lui-meme ... mais cette 
obscurite epaisse qui Ie cache ~ lui-meme nlempeche 
pas qulil ne voie parfaitement ce qui. est hors de 
lui. .llon pourroit conclure assez vraisemblablemen·t 
que c'est par lui-meme que ses des irs sont allumes, 
plut6t que par la beaute et par Ie merite de ses 
objets. 56 

56La Rochefoucauld " Naximes, Premier SUPJ:::16ment:.r no. 1. 



CHAPTER II 

'l'HE DRN1ATIC EXPLOITATION OF SELF-INTEREST 

We now propose to discuss plot-structure and certain 

verbal techniques used by Moliere "to fix and isolate the ele~ 

ment of self-interest. This study, however, makes no claim 

to being comprehsivei it is concerned with examining a few 

specific \vays in which self-interest is exploited in dramatic 

terms. 

In his 
1 study on the fantaisie verbale Garapon 

maintains that: 

Moliere d§passe Ie jeu avec les mots en llirit§grant 
au mouvement dramatique de son dialogue et en Ie 
subordonnanJc a 1a peinture psycho10gique. 2 

It would thus seem that IVloliere I s use of language is not 

merely gratuitous; it may, therefor~ possibly stress certain 

traits such ~s self-interest. Firstly, the pedant's latinisms 

serve perhaps to indicate his self-importance and an inordina"te 

desire to be admired for his apparent knowledge. This con-
, 

duct can, therefore I be interpreted in Pascalian terms: 

Curiosit§ nlest que vanit§. Le plus souvent on ne 
veut savoir que pour en pa.rler. 3 

lWe would express our debt to R. Garapon, La Fantaisie 
verbale et Ie comique'dans Ie th§atre fran£i.s, pp. 221-276 -
for his masterly analyslsof Moliere's use of-language to achieve 
psychological verity and comic effect. " 

Garapon, La Fantaisie verbale. "p. 221. 
-......,....-......,-

Pasca.l l P~§e~_._. 1 section II, no. 152. 
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This interpretation is corroborated by theo doctoeur' s criticism 

of the barbouill~'s lack of proper formality: 

II faut que tu sois bien mal appris, bien 
lourdaud, et bien mal morig§n§, mon ami, 
puisque tu m'abordes sans 6ter ton chapeau, 
sans observer raotionem locio,"temporis et 
personae. QuoI? dehuterd'abord par un 
discours"mal digere, au lieu de dire: Salve, 
vel salviussis, Doctor Doc"torum erudi tiSSIITie! 
"(L"a Jal"ousie du Barbouille p. 33) 

The docteur's speech reveals his egoism and vanity. This 

being a farce, however, the gratuitous element of fantaisie 

verbale is predominant at least according to Simon:" 

Les mots que prononce Ie comedien remplissent 
donc la triple fonction de bruits mat§riels; de 
signes intellectuels et de sons harmonieux. La 
farce s'appuie 4e pr~f~rence sur la premi~re 
fonction, reduisant les deux autres ~ son 
service, comme pour prolonqer son echo. 4 

Netaphrast~ also uses Latin merely to mystify others 

and to gratify his amour-propre. Hence even the most banal, 

comments are made in Latin: 

.Filio non potest praeferri 
Nisi filius. (Le De:pi! __ ~moureux, II I vi. 11. 678-9) 

4A. Simon, "Les Rites elementaires de la Comedie 
m01ieresque" , pp. 18-19. 

5The conduct of Moliere's pedants with their latinisms 
would seem to be reminiscent of Rabe1ais' ecolier limousin 
with his thorOughly latinised French. 
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FurthelTIOre l the authority of Vergil is invoked at the 

slightest pretext l the pretext here being Albert's supposed 

inaccuracy: 

Dans un lieu recul~ du bois, voulez-vous dire, 
Un endroit ~cart§, ~~tine,"secessus; 
Virgile l' a di t : Est "in se"Cessu. . "."locus. 
(Le D§pi t amoureux;-TI~--vi ~ll.- 708-710)" 

M§taphraste evidently delights in hearing his own voice, for 

his remarks are often irrelevant to the converiation. As he 

himself gives us to understand, speech is the vehicle for 

proving superior intellect; silence is torture to this pedant: 

• 0 l'etrange torture! 
H§! laissez-moi parler un peu 1 je vous conjure. 
Un sot qui ne di~ mot ne se distingue pas 
d'un savant qui se tait. 
(II, vi. 11.755-758) 

Secondly, the use of jargon in general, apart from 

latinisms, is to be found in Moli~re, though usually absent 

6 
in literary comedy. In his numerous disguises Mascarille, 

for instance, indulges in a variety of jargons, including 

germanised French as in the following example: 

Moi souis ein chant t'honneur, moi non point 
Maquerille, 
chai poin"t fentre 
(L'Etourd~, V. v. 

chamais le fame ni le fille. 
l1.l8~l-:l8l2) 

Scapin's similar predilection for int"rigue and disguise 18 

manifested by his imitation.of the Gascon accent i~ the sack 

scene: 

., p. 225. 



Quoi! je n'aurai pas l'abantage d~ tu~r c~ 
G§ronte, et quelqu'un, par ch~rit§, n~ m' 
enseignera pas ou il est! " (Les Fo"l.:trberi"es de 
Scapin, III. ii. p. 585) 

In both cases cited, the disguise fails and the valet's 
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fourberie is exposed, and as previously discussed,7 fourberie 

is a manifestation of cons6ious self-interest. 

Doctors consciously employ jargon as a means of 

promoting their own interests and the prestige of their pro-

fession. This sentiment is voiced by M. Filerin in unequivocal 

terms: 

Mais Ie plus grand faible des hommes,"c'est l'amour 
qu'ils ont pour la vie; et nous en profitons r nous 
autres, par notre pompeux galimatias et savons 
prendre nos avantages de cette v~n6ration que la 
peur de mourir leur donne pour notre metier. 
N'allons point." .d§truire sottement les heureuses 
pr§vention d'une erreur qui donne du pain ~ tant 
de personneso (IJ'Amour m~decin, III. i. p. 318) 

This notion is also evident when Thomas Diafoirus introduces 

formali ty into the simple procedure of taking Argan "s pulse, 

and pronounces that the hypochondriac's pulse is IIduriuscule, 

pour ne pas dire dur.1I (Le Malade imaginaire, II. vi. p. 646) 

By exploi ting Argan' s hypochondria, the doc·tors and the 

apothecary "further their own financial interests at least. 

Moreover, Thomas Diafoirus' pompous speech in praise of Angelique 

7 v. Chapter I on the psychology of self-interest. 
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would seem to be aimed at displaying his intellectual worth, 

as he is fresh from college: 

Ne plus ne moins que la statue de Memnon rendait 
un sonharmonieux lorsqu'elle venait ~ ~tre 
§clair§e des rayons du soleil, tout de mgme me 
sens-je anime d'un doux transport a l'apparition 
du soleil de vas beaut§so (II. v. p. 642) 

Legalistic jargon is used, for instance, by the 

notary in·L'Ecole des Femmes to vaunt his knowledge of 

technical~details about wills: 

011 peut l'avantager 
Lorsqulil l'aime beaucoup et qu'il veut l'obliger; 
Et cela par douaire, ou pr§fix qulon· appelle, 
Qui demeure perdu par Ie trepas dlicelle; 
Ou sans retour,· qui va de ladite ~ ses hoirs; 
Ou coytumier, selon les differents vouloirs; 
Ou par donation dans Ie contrat' fo·rmelle . 
Qulon fait ou pure et simple, ou qu'on fait mutuelle. 
(IV. ii. 11. 1062-·1069) 

His self-importance is wounded by Arnolphe!s impatience with 

his technicalities and he says: 

Vons, qui me pr§tendei faire passer pour sot, 
En me haussant ll§paule et faisant la gTlmace o 
(loc. cit. 11. 1079--1080) 

It would, therefore, seem that the egoist, whether pedant or 

valet, consciously plays on appearances through use of jargon 

for the purpose of achieving recognition. A pi thy cormnent 

on this mode of conduct is made by La Rochefoucauld: 

Dans toutes les professions, chacun affecte une 
mine et un ext§rieur pour paroItre ce qulil veut 
qulon Ie croie. Ainsi, on peut dire Ie monde 
n I est compose que de mines. 8' 

8La Rochefoucauld, ~~~xime~" no. 256. 
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9 Thirdly the use of repetition and dramatic synunetry 

stresses perhaps the dogmat,ism which often characterises 

self~interest. Repetition of a single word is quite COImnon 

in Moliere, the following being an example: 

Oronte: 

Alceste: 
Oronte: 

L!estime on je vous tiens ne doit point 
Vous surprendre, 

Et de tout l'univers vous la pouvez pre-
tendre. 

}1onsieur. 
L'etat n'a rien qui ne soit au-dessous 
Du merite eclatant que l'on decouvre 

en vous. 
Alceste: }1onsieur. 
Oronte: Oui, de ma part, je vous tiens preferable 

A tout ce que j'y vois de plus considerable. 
(~~ }1isa_nthrope I I .. ii. 11,. 265-271) 

Oronte's deliberate flattery of Alceste is aimed at cajoling 

the latter into praising his sonnet, which he recites soon 

afterwards. Alcest,e' s reaction may possibly not be altruistic, 

at least if we bear in mind La Rochefoucauld's observation: 

Le refus des louanges est un desir d'etre 
loue deux fois.lO 

The more common phenomenon, however, is repetition 

11 of phrases, according to Garapon. The following example 

9By symme'try is meant the repetition wi thin one play 
of analagous scenes, representing a similar situation. 

lOLa Rochfoucapld, M~ximesl no. 149. 

llR. Garapon, La Fantaisie verbale. ., p. 236. 
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is taken from:~~~ar-tu_!.fe and reveals Organ I s blind devotion 

to the . t 12 1mpos or: 

Dorine: 

Organ: 
Dorine: 

Organ: 
Dorine: 

Organ: 
Dorine: 

Madame eut avant-hier la fi~vre jusgu'au 
soir l 

Avec un mal de tete etrange a concevoir. 
Et Tartuffe? -
Tartu~fe! il se porte ~ merveille, 
Gras et ~ras, Ie tient frais, et la bouche 

vermeille. 
Le pauvre homme! 
Le soir elle eut un grand degout, 
Et ne put, au so~per, toucher ~ rien 

du tout, 
Tant sa douleur de tete etait encor cruelle! 
Et Tartuffe"? 
II soupa tout seul, devant elle; 
Et fort devotement il mangea deux perdrix 1 

Avec une moitie de gigot en hachis. 
(I. iv. 11. 231-241) 

Another particularly good example of repetition of phrases 

is to be found in L' Avare, where san~ __ dot is repeated seven 

times, and has the effect of emphasizing Harpagon's form of 

self-interest, motivated by avarice and vanity.13 

Symmetry or scenic repetition is used to great effect 

in Le Tartuffe, where there are t_wo interviews between Tartuffe 

and ilmire. 14 On both occasions Tartuffe's sensual love for 

12 - btl f h' f . . We eg to quo e on y part a t 1S case a repet1t1on, 
owing to its len.gth. 

l~Obviously, Harpagon intends to live up to his position 
in the world without for one moment departing from the most 
stringent stinginess. The contradiction lies in the discrepancy 
between the public image of himself which he so ludicrously 
strives to impose on others, and the reality of his sordid 
avarice and usury. II J. D. Hubert, ]\:101i~reand -the Comedy of 
'Inte-llect, p. 211. -----------

14 . . . d V III. 111 an I . v. 
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Elmire causes him to betray his hypocrisy. Once his sensuality 

comes into play his craftiness recedes, otherwise he should 

have had more foresight than to walk into ~he' same trap twice. 

It is, however, difficult to de·termine whether Tartuffe is 

really in love or whether he is merely pretending. Jouvet 

is of the opinion that Taituffe is in love and that this 

proves he is no monster. Hence he interprets the two scenes 

as follows: 

Je sais bien que c'est pour demasquer l'imposteur, 
mais qui ne se laisserait prendre ~ ce jeu lorsqu'il 
est a~oureux? Et que Tartuffe, bafoue dans son 
amour et. .dans son illuour-propre, se venge 
d'Orgon avec les armes qu'il a, c'est humain.plus 
que monstrueux. 1S 

Rigal, on the other hand, maintains that Tartuffe's egoistic 

conduct is immoral rather ·than irreligious but, nevertheless, 

monstrous: 

Rien dans la pi~ce ne prouve pereI~toirement 
que ce scelerat n'est pas un croyant . 
Tartuffe n'est qu'un faux devot qu'en ce 
qu'il se debarrasse lui-meme de la morale 
qu'il impose tr~s sev~rement aux autres. 
II est libertin au sens moral du mot, sans 
etre libertin au sens religieux. • .Tartuffe 
est un croyant corrompu. . i sa devo·tion, 
qui est monstrueuse, mais sinc~re. ., 
est sa sauvegarde vis-a.-vis de Dieu conune 
vis-a.-vis des honunes. 16 

On examining the text, we would tend to subscribe more 

ISL. Jouvet, Temoignages. 'J p. 77. 

16 . .... 
E. Rigal, Moliere, I, pp. 241 and 247. 
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to Jouvet's view, for the impostor contrives his own ruin 

wi th comments like "Mon sein n' enferme pas un coeur qui soi t 

de pierre" (III. iii. 1 930), and "Pour etre devot, je n'en 

suis pas moins homme" (loc. cit. 1. 966). In the first of 

the two symmetrical scenes his hands stray on to Hmire's knees; 

which indicates the gradual ero~ion of his self-control in 

Elmire's presence. The impostor exposes his hypocrisy even 

further in the second interview by demanding "des realites", 

by scoffing at religion and conventional morality, and by 

asserting validity of the casuistic maxim: "Et ce n'est pas 

pecher que pecher en silence." (IV. v. 1. 1506 ) 

Fourthly, stycomythia or closely paralleled replies 

tends to illustrate the pedantic self-importance of 'I'rissotin 

and Vadius; both vying for intellectual supremacy. Their 

unctuous fla-ttery of one another perhaps betrays a desire to 

display their respective talents to the femmes savantes: 

Trissotin: Vos vers ont des beautes que n'ont point 
tous les autres, 

Vadius: Les Gr§ces et Venus r~gnent dans to us les 
votres. 

Trissotin: Vous avez Ie tour libre, et le beau choix 
des mots. 

Vadious: On voit partout chez vous l'ethos et Ie 
pathos. _ --

(Les Fem_mes savantes I III. iii. 11. 969-972) 

The swiftness with which unctuous flattery gives way to in-

vective perhaps reveals their basic egoism: 

Vadius: Fort impertinenmlent vaus me jetez les 
votres. 

Trissotin: Allez, petit grimaud r barbouilleur de 
papier. 
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Vadius: 
Trissotin: 
Vadius: 
(III. iii. 

Allez, rimeur de balle, opprobre du m§tier. 
Allez, fripier d'§crits, impudent plagiaire. 
Allez, cuistre. 

11. 1014-1018) 

In Garapon' s view stycomythia is a form of repe"tition: 

Mais Ie goat de Moli~re pour les diff~rentes 
vari~tes de r~petition ne s'arretent pas la

.sous·sa forme la plus simple, Ie "baliet 17 
des paroles se pr§sente comme une stycomythie. 

This would seem to justify our study of stycomythia in terms 

of the theme of self-interest. 

Fifthly, approbation serves ironically to underline 

a refusal to compromise, due to a figure's obstinate attach-

h ' 'd 18 ment to lS own leas. Ariste aEd Sganarelle's psychological 

differences are largely reflected in their treatment of their 

respective wards. Ariste's ward, L~onor, is allowed to 

indulge her every whim, while Sganarelle rigorously trains 

Isabelle for domestic life. The b'lO brothers hold mutually 

exclusive views and we would agree with Hubert that: 

To a seveneteenth century audience, neither 
Ariste's extreme permissiveness, nor Sganarelle's 
workhouse techniques would" have seemed realistic 
or even theoretically tenable positions.1 9 

Since Sganarelle brooks no overt opposition, Ariste retreats 

17R . Garapon, La Fantaisie verbale. ., p. 236. 
'--:--~ 

18Ibid" p. 246. 

19J • D. Hubert,Moliereand the Comedy of Intellect, 
pp. 48-49. 
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at one point behind a barrier of categorical approbation( 

so as to safeguard his own principles: 

Sganarelle: Vos desirs lui seront complaisants, 

Ariste: 
Jusques ·a lui laisser et mouches et rubans? 
Sans doute. 

Sganarelle: 

Ariste: 
Sganarelle: 
Ariste: 
. Sganarelle: 
Ariste: 
Sganarelle: 
Ariste: 
Sganarelle: 

A lui souffrirl en cervelle troublee l 
De courir tous les bals et les lieux 

s'assemblee? 
Oui l vraiment. 
Et chez vous iront les damoiseaux? 
Et quoi donc? 
Qui joueront et donneront cadeaux? 
D'accord. 
Et votre femme entendra les fleurettes? 
Fort bien. 
Et vous verrez ces visites muguettes 
D'un oeil a temoigner de n'en §tre point 

saoul? 
·Ariste: Cela s'entend. 
Sganarelle: Allez, vous etes un vieux fou. 
(L'Ecole des Maris, I. ii. 11. 221-230) 

Another example of approbation is to be found, for 

instance when Cleante approves his father's praise of Mariane, 

with whom he is in iove, little knowing that Harpagon intends 

to marry the girl himself through sheer vanity: 

Harpagon: 

Cleante: 
Harpagon: 
Cleante: 
Harpagon: 

Clean-te: 
Harpagon: 
Cleante: 

Ne croyez--vous I qu' une fille comme cela 
meriterait assez qu'on songeat a elle? 

Oui, man pere. 
Que ce serait un parti souhaitable? 
Tres souhaitable. 
Qu'elle a toute la mine de faire un 

bon menage? 
Sans doute. 
Qulun mari aurait saitsfaction avec elle? 
Assurement. (L'Av~re, 1. iv. p. 436) 

In all the techniques discussed, it woul.d seem that Moliere's 

jeu verbal is scarecely gratuitous and indeed, that i.t serves 

to place the element of self-interest in a dramatic per-
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spective. This view is argued in more general terms by Garapon, 
I 

who interprets the Jeu Ve-rbal in the following way: 

Doublement suJ::>ordonr:e au mouvement dr"amatique et a 
la peinture psychologiqD:e I ne s I epanouissant pl~s 
avec la liberte et la profusion gratuite de jadis, 
il rentre peu a peu dans 110lubre et cesse de pro
vaquer f dans l' espri·t du spectateur I une impression 
distincte de celIe que procure l'observation des 
ridicules presentes: il a perdu son autonomie. 20 

In view of the fact that Moliere was a harrassed play

wright-actor-manager often obliged to perform at short notice,2f 

it might seem impertinent to give a fairly rigorous inter-

pretation to his dramatic struct.ure. This would seem to 

have considerable bearing on whether Moliere's work ?an be 

isolated from his life. Certain critics such as Ramon 

Fernandez and Pierre Brisson have stressed the "subjectivism" 

of JVioliere. Their atti t_ude is largely illustrated by the 

English ti tIe of Fernandez I s major contribution ._- !101iere I 

the Man seen through his Plays. There are those like Michaut 

whose assessment of Moliere's plays is considerably dependent 

on biographical events. More recent criticism has tended to 

tak.e a different approach expressed in W. G. Moore's 

comment: 

20 R . Garapon,- La Fan·taisie verb_~~_. I pp. 275-6. 

21 llLes rois nlaiment rien tant qu'une prompte ob
eissance, et ne se plaisent point du tout ~ trouver des ob
stacles. Les choses ne sont bonnes que dans Ie temps qu l i1 
les souha1. ten·t.· • ris vCl.l1ent des plaisirs qui ne se fassent 
point a-tt.endre II. - (L I Impromptu -de Versailles, i. p. 214) 



Of all dramatists the comic writer must be most22 anonymous and impenetrable behind his creation.·' 

This view is also held by Bray: 

Elle rIa comedie] est une creation autonome qui se 
justifie par sa seule existence, par la force ~vec 
laquelle elle s'impose au spectateur. 23 
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This approach seems to have justified the study of Moliere's 

dramatic technqiues for its intrinsic qualities. Mauron 

somewhat modifies this position with his notion of myth~ 

personnel, which represents a fusion of Moliere's plcqs and 

Moliere/ the dramatist: 

Dans la persistance desschemas archetypiques, 
dans l'accumula~ion des influences, elle nous 
permet d'entrevoir la duree vivante d'un 
personnage qui ne saurait etre que Moliere 
lui-meme I non pas necessairement l' honrrne, 
mais Ie createtir qui nous interesse bien 
davantage. 24 

J.101iere I S dramatic structure, both binary and ternary 

can be examined to ascertain whether it serves to illustrate 

the self-interest of the rogue and the fool. W. G. Moore 

assesses J.1oliere 1 s dramatic technique in these terms: 

These are the factors which condition the structure 
of the comedies: as a basis the antinomy of fools 
and rogues; as setting the conditions of bourgeois 
life,. .as incident, a sequence of scenes loosely 
linked into a kaleidoscope. or film of human 

Des M6ta"c)11ores' obs"ed,3n·tes· au _________ J~ _______________ ~ _____ _ 
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We would, however, present the following schema of plot

'>6 
structure, largely suggested by Mauron/~ giving a brief 

'indication of each period of Moli~re's production and it~ 

characteristic type of plot-structure: 

PERIOD -STRUCTURE 

-7' 1662 andL'Ecole des Fentrnes Binary 

1663 - 1669 Ternary 

1669 - 1673 Binary 

Binary structure is often regarded as being due to the in-
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fluence of farce on Moli~re's dramatic technqiue, especiallY 

as a result of his frequenting Pont-Neuf in his youth and of 

associating with the Italians. Ternary structure is generally 

found in literary comedy, and in Moli~re this would probably 

be a relic of the romanesque trend, often associated with 

Spanish comedy. We propose to analyse the plot-structure of 

L I Ecole des Femmes and I,e Misanth_rope to expose the dramatic 

portrayal of self-interest. 

The plot of L'Ecole des Femmes is based on Arnolphe's 

scheme to force Agnes to conform to his pre-ordained notion 

of the perfect .wife, so that he can marry without fea'ring the 

25 w. G. 1'1oore,' Molie're l a New Criticism, p. 83. 

26charles P. }!lauron I Des Metaphoresobseda'ntes < __ . __ " I 
r.,.., ')7C:_')77 
.,tJ)::--' • L.. I -.J ~ I I e 
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prospect of being cuckolded, his chief maxim being: "Epouser 

une sotte est pour n I e-tre point sot" 0:. i. 1. 82). He 

laughs at the miseries of cuckolded husbands and imputes their 

fate to stupidity 1 on their part. -He is deaf to Chrysale' s 

warning: II .0 .Mais qui rit d'autrui / Doit craindre qu'en 

revanche on rie aussi de lui. 1I (I. 1. 11. 45-6). Arnolphe 

has brought up Agnes with the utmost strictness and has de-

liberately kept her in ignorance. He initially regards her 

as existing merely for his gratification: IIJe suis ma5:tre, 

je parle; allez, obeissez. 1I (II. vi. 1. 642). He dis-

courses on her duties as his prospective wife and subjects 

her to the most humiliating sermon on marriage. Indeed, Hubert 

terms Arnolphe Agnes' IIself-styled spiritual director".27 

Arnolphe is, in this respect, primarily concerned with 

preserving his honour or, more properly speaking, his 

~mour-propre: 

Songez _qu'en vaus faisant moitie de rna personne, 
C'est mon honneur, Agnes! que je vous abandonne; 
Que cet honneur est tendre, et se blesse de peu, 
Que sur un tel sujet i1 ne faut point de jeu. 
(III. ii. 11. 723-726) 

Arnolphe,oa jaloux, makes a serious miscalculation, 

however! by presuming that ignorance necessarily precl'udes 

27J . D. Hubert, Moliere and the Comedy of Intellect, 
p. 80. 
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natural intelligence and cunning, both of which Agn~s seems 

to possess. Indeed, Hubert among others argues that it is 

Agnes I very innocence which is the cause of Arnolphe I s in·-

ff . 28 tense su. erlng. We are given the first instance of his 

vulnerability when Horace confesses· to him that he has taken 
i 

a fancy to Agnes. At this news, Arnolphe conveys his distress 

to the audience by sighing: IIAh, je creve!" (I. iVa 1. 327) 

In jealousy, he places even greater restrictions on his ward 

in the hope of subvertin~ the incipient love affair. But he 

soon learns that Horace has managed to bribe Alain and Georgette, 

his servants, and thus to secure an interview' with his ward. 

In the course of the interview, the young man steals Agnes' 

ribbon and this further intensifies Arnolphe's distress. She 

is perfectly sincere about the whole matter and naively admits 

that in Horace's presence liLa douceur me chatouille,et l~ --

dedans remue / Certain j e ne sais quai d'ont j e suis tou't emue." 

(II. v. 11. 563-564) 

The situation is aggravated by the fact that Horace, 

a friend's son, insists on confiding in Arnolphe, expecting 

him to laugh at the antics of Agn~s' guardian, M. de la Souche, 

who is none other than Arnolphe himself. The young man reads' 

out Agn~s' letter, which reveals her gradual awakening to life 

and love. '1'11us despite threats of "chaudieres bouillantes II 

p. 77. 
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(III. ii. 1. 727), Arnolpheis unable to prevent her from 

falling in love with the young man of her choice. He is, 

,therefore, left to reflect on his scheme, which has failed 

tl b f 't 'h 't 29 d 1 b h par y ecause 0 L S Ln umanL·y an part y ecause e has 

1 .c 11 '1 :, h ". 30 apparent y La. en Ln ove WLt . Agnes. This latter possibility 

is suggested by Pascal, who comments in general terms: "A 

force de parler d'amour, l'on devient amoureux.,,31 Indeed, 

Arnolphe foolishly overlooks this possibility when concocting 

His plans, by underestimating the r6le of natural instincts: 

Mais il es·t bien facheux de perdre ce qu' on aime. 
Ciel; puisque pour un choix j'ai tant philosoph§, 
Faut~il de ses appas m'etre si fort coiff§! 
(III. v, 11. 993-995) 

He finds it hard to reprimand Agnes for disobeying his orders 

by writing to Horace, because his anger is dissipated by her 

youthful beauty: "J'§tais aigri l fach§, d§sesper§contre 

ellei / Et cependant jamais je ne la vis si belle. 11 (IV. i . 

. 11. 1020-1021). His distress is largely due to the tardy 

realisation that, as a result of his humiliating treatment, 

venting 
being. II 

p. 83. 

29l1Arnolphe .•. has acted almost criminally in pre
his ~harge from developing into an intelligent human 
J. D. Hubert, Moliere and the Comedy of Intellect ,. 

30Ibid" p. 82. 

31B. Pascal,· Discours sur les passions de l'amour in 
Penseeset opU~.~u'les I p. 128. 
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his ward has no affection for him. In desperation, he changes 

tactics and seeks to win her favour'thro~gh kindness: 

comme tu voudras, tu pourras teO condu:Lre. II (v. iv. 1. 1596) 

Nevertheless, his entreaties are to no avail and everything 

conspires against him. Once her true parents are discovered, 
. 32 

her mother being Chrysale's sister, Arnolphe's authority 

over her is undermined. 

The improbable denouement would seem to justify 

Lanson's observation: 

Elle [1 'intrigue] n'est plus qu'un pretexte a tuer 
les fils des marionettes hwuaines. 33 

W. G. Moore also adds that Holiere's denouement owes more 

to._fantdsy. thap to logic and that it helps to maintain per-

manence of character: 

Fantasy is indeed highly appropriate to end a 
spect0cle in which the distinction between the 
probable and the improbable are designedly vague, 
and in which any realistic happy ending would 
mean an alteration or violation of character. 34 

Arnolphe fails to foist his views on Agnes, but he does not 

32As has peen suggested, this play makes a turning 
point in the evolution of Moliere's dramatic technique. Ternary 
structure is foreshadowed by the role of C.hrysale, a raisonneur .. 
Binary structure appears to predominate, however, since Chrysale 
is a minor figure. 

33 G. Lanson, IINo1iere e·t la farce", p. 144. 
-. .. 

34W. G. Noore,' Molier'e, a New Criticism, p. 83. 
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readily admit defeat. Throughout the play his foolishness 

is pi tte,d against Agnes nafve cunning. Her seeming arttessness, 

indeed, presents an antithesis to her guardian's blind tyranny. 

We would, therefore, tend ,to agree with Hubert's assessment 

of his conduct: 

His sin -- or his aberration -- consists mainly in 
his foolhardy attempt to transform himself into an 
absolute on whom a normally free human being must 
become totally dependent. It is an unheard of 
manifestation of self·-Iove that simply invites 
disas·ter.35 

In considering Le Misanthrope,we should perhaps remember 

that the desire for solitude was generally regarded as an 

aberration in seventeenth century society; even Port-'Royal's 

solitaries banded together in their search for seclusion. The 

ge~eral view is largely expressed by La ~ochefoucauld's maxim: 

Clest une grand~ folie de vouloir gtre s§ge 
tout seul. 36 

In his analysis of Le Misanthr~~e, Micha~t37 envisages three 

groups of major characters, hence the plot-structure of the 

play is regarded as ternary. The plot-structure is illustrated' 

in the following schema: 

One extreme 
Other extreine 

Le Juste milieu 

WOMEN 
Arsinoe 

Celimene 

Eliante 

MEN 
Alceste 

6ronte 

Philinte 

35 J. D . Hubert,' Moliere and the' Comedy' of Intellect, p. 82. 

36La Rochefoucaulc1, J'lIaximes, no. 231. 

37 G. Michaut f · LesLu·ttes de .Holiere, pp. 231-232. 
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Michaut is, however, more preoccupied with giving Moliere's 

dramatic structure a philosophical. orientation. Hence he ex--

plains dramatic evolution in these terms: 

Le changement est--il seulement un changement 
de procede? Peut-etre aussi y aurait7il la 
un progres dans la pensee de 1v101iere. Avan<;-ant 
en age et en experience, i1 se sera rendu compte 
que c'est une vue un peu simplifiee de 1'humanite, 
d'y reconnaitre seulement des sages et des fious, 
des bons et des mauvais; Et le contempl.a-teur 
aura t&iche de reproduire plus fidelement la 
nature humaine.38 

Bray is, however, opposed to this interpretation and judges 

Moliere's plays largely from the ang-1e of dramatic technique 

as a distinct entity: 

11 n'y a aucune evolution dans la carriere 
du comedien[ sinon celle d'u~e technique qui 
prend de 1'assurance.39 

We would tend to accept Michaut's grouping of characters, 

though not its philosophi~al connotation, as we are, at this 

point, less concerned with the philosophical as with the 

aesthetic aspect of plo-t~structure. W. G. Moore argues the 

point quite cogently: 

So there may be after all no need to imagine 
Moliere taking such care to keep a mouthpiece 
for himself. These characters have a better 
reason for their presence, an aesthetic reason. 
They ensure symmetry and roundness of comic 

38 G. Michaut, Les Luttes. 
_~1 p. 232. 

39 R. Bray, :[I101iere, hornme de t-hea_tre I p. 251. 



pr~sentation. Sense shows up nonsen~e, 
sobriety sets off bad temper.40 

We, therefore, envisage dramatic expediency as the guiding 

41 
factor and self-interest as a master concept in our study 

of ternary plot-structure. 

In Le Misanthrope v.le distinguish ten major episodes 

42 or "sketches", to use Bray's term: 
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A. Exposition (I. i.) of all four elements of the plot 
discerned by Rudler 43 namely: social hypocrisYf 
salon society practices, the love theme and the 
lawsuit. 

B. The sonnet scene (I.ii) which reveals the cause 
of OronJce' s lawsuit with Alceste ~II. vi. ) . 

, 
C. Alceste IS firs"t interview with Celimene in which 

he tries to convert her to his way of thinking 
(II.i.). 

D. Celimene's medisance is fully exposed, as she 
holds forth in her salon. (II.iv) 

E. The dialogue between the marquis ridicules, ending 
in their decision to compete for Celimene'-s favours 
(III.i.) . 

F. The conflict between Celimene and Arsinoe~ the 
coquette and the prude "(III.iv.). 

40W. G. Moore, Moliere, A New Criticism, p. 74. 

4lllThis new principle of "structure might be said to 
depend on SUffusion rather than on deduction. The loosely 
linked scenes all stand in direct relation to the master con
cept; they build up a vision not of a person nor of a plot 
but of a choice of attitudes." Ibi~., pp. 78-9. 



G. Arsinoe offers to reveal Celimene's infidelity 
to Alceste, by showing him a letter written by 
her to a ciale admirei (III.v.). This proof is 
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found to be adequate and Alceste,' in a fit of pique I 
offers t6'm~rry Eliante who refuse~ (IV. if.).' ' 

H. Alceste loses the lawsuit against an unknown 
litigant (IV. iv and V. i.). 

I. Celimene refus'es to choose between Alceste and 
Oronte (V.ii.). 

J. Denouement. Celimene's slanderous letters to the 
m:ar'q'ui's rTdicules mocking her other admirers are 
revealed, largely because of the rivalry sworn 
between the two marquis. Celimene refuses to 
accompany Alceste in'to soli tude; he I therefore, 
departs alone. Eliante accepts Philinte's offer 
of marriage. (V. i v. ) . 

. Despite the apparently loose structure, it would seem 

that Alceste is "the keystone of the dramatic edifice.,,44 The 

plot may thus be largely visualised as revealing the facets 

and consequenbes of. his misanthropy. In the opening scene, 

Alceste's virtue is seen to rest on a false premise -- mis-

, anthropy: "Je veux guIon me distingue; et, pour Ie trancher 

net. I / L'ami du genre humain nlest point du tout mon fait." 

(1. i. 11. 63-64). He is evidently obsessed by the idea of 

solitude: "Et parfois il me prend des mouvements soudains Y 

De fuir dans un desert a l'approche des humains." (1. i .ll.j 

143-144). Philinte's good sense further serves to illuminate 

Alceste's misanthropy, through sheer contrast: "La parfaite 

raison fuit toute extremite, / Et veut que lIon soit sage 

avec sobriete." To the raisonneur, socia.l hypocrisy is to be 

44W. G. Moore, ~~ol'ierel a NewCr~,ticis~r p. 79. 
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noted but tolerated: "Je prends tout doucement les hommes 

comme ils sont, / J'accoutume mon ame a souffrirce qu'iis 

fon-t." (loc .. cit. 11. 163-164). Philiilte also queries 

Alceste's choice of C&lim~ne and is met with: "Mais la raison 

n·1est.pas ce qui r~gle l'amour." (loc. cit. 1. 248)~ If his 

affection for C&limene is not motivated by reason, it is 

probably the product of amour-propre: 

Quelque pr&texte que nous donnions a nos 
affections, ce n'est souvent que l'int&rgt et 
la vanit& qui les causent. 45 

In this respect, Alceste may perhaps be regarded as a more 

complex form of Jaloux, tpough equally self-centred as other 

egoists portrayed by Moliere. 

It may well be objected that Alceste's misanthropy 

may not provide the link, since he is absent for most of the 

third Act. The validity of our view should emerge on examining 

two scenes when Alceste is absent. In the dialogue between the 

marquJ-s ridicules, Acaste's egoism is quite blatant: "Parbleu! 

je ne vois pas, lorsque je m'examine, / Ou prendre aucun sujet 

d'avoir l'ame chagrine" (III. i. 11. 781-782). Acaste, for 

instance, not only has self-interest in common with Alceste 

but also a desire to be distinguished: "Les gens de mon air, 

.ne sont pas faitsj Pour aimer A cr&dit, et faire tous les 

45La Rochefoucauld,' l1ax"imes r no. 232. 
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frais." (loc. cit. 11. 815-816). The difference lies in the 

divergence over the manifestation of self-interest in societYi 

the- Io:argu~~ tend towards excessive fri voli ty while Alceste 

tends towards excessive gravity. With regard to the plot, 

the denouement is largely the ou-tcome of the friendly rivalry 
! 

between the marquis, as Celim~ne's treachery is exposed by 

her letters to Acaste and Clitandre. The revelation of 

Celimene's total il].sinceri ty and contempt for others, in-

cluding himself, prompts Alceste's retreat into solitude. 

The second instance selected for discussiori is the 

scene between Celim~ne and Arsinoe, which clearly represents 

a conflict of attitudes. Celimene's appeal for frankness, 

which appears to be feigned in the circumstances r _ shows 

her exploiting Alceste's attitude for her own ends: 

Ces avis mutuels seraient mis en usage. 
On detruirait par l~, traitant de bonne foi, 
Ce grand aveuglement on chacun est pour soi. 
( IV. i v. 11. 9 6 6 - 9 6 8 ) 

Their malicious criticism of one a~other, under the guise of 

offering friendly counsel, reveals the depth of the antagonism, 

largely 6aused by Arsinoe's fondness for Alceste. She is 

revenged on her rival by showing Alceste a letter written 

by the coquette to another admirer. It would, therefore, 

seem that a link is established with a consequence of Alceste's 

. h h" 1 46 mlsant ropy, lS Jea ousy. We would, futhermore, reaffirm 

46 "The male cha.racters I almost wi thout excep-tion, ~~ 
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the view that Alceste's misanthropy is a form of self-interest,47 

largely manifested by his inordinate sense of superiority, and 

that this arouses a variety of responses, from contempt to 

praise/ from those around him. The ultimate assertion of his 

attitude is possibly seen in: 

His imagined exclusion from the world/" 
and he wishes to take Celimene with him, not 
only because he loves her according to his 
fashion, but in order to become entirely 
self-sufficient in his private universe. 48 

We would/ therefore, conclude that the element of 

self-interest is 9-i ven dramatic value through Moliere's 

use of language and plot-structure. We have endeavoured 

to show that the dramatic exploitation of this element rests 

on the antagonism between the rogue and the fool, which is 

thrown into greater relief in ternary structure by the pre-

sence of a raisonneur. We do not, however, maintain a rigid 

distinction between rogue and fool, as certain figures may 

indeed combine cunning and stupidity, although one of the 

are-domesticated oppressors leading a life of luxurious 
futility, while seeking means to gratify their egos: Acaste 
by his addiction to fashion; Oronte, by writing innocuous 
verse; Alceste, the noblest of the lot, through sterile 
misanthropy" • J. D. Hubert / 1'101iere and the Come~ of In
tellect/ p. 143. 

47 . k' 1·... 1 .. h (. R. Jaslns,-l,' Mo lere et e Mlsant rope ParlS: 
Armand Co1iti, 1951) 1 p. 136. 

Hubert, and the 
p •. 151. 
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t.wo aspects tends to predominate wi thin a given character. 

This antagonism is interpreted in dramatic terms and is 

seen to be intensified by the II sketch" technique ~.'- loosely 

linked scenes in relation to a master concept. Furthermore, 

a general pattern may be discussed: 
/ 

the 'plot often consists 

of a series of incidents illustrating the egoism of a 

character intent on imposing his views on others. In such 

situations the deceiver is generally deceived, as with 

Arnolphe, for instancG, this being the theme of the trompeur 

trompe. 49 The denouement brings self-interest into focus by 

showing the egoist's refusal to change radically, and his 

desire to continue living in a world of his own imagination, 

b 1"" . "50 to orrow a Pasca lan lnterpretatlon. 

49 W. G. Moore refers to "the schemer hoist" with his 
own petard". A New CYiticism, p. 72. 

50pascal describes imagination as "cette superbe 
puissance, ennemie de la raison, qui se plait a la controler 
et a la dominer; pour montrer cowbien elle peut en toutes 
choses, a et.abli dans I' homme une seconde nature." Pensees. 
~"",:,_, no. 82. 



CHAPTER III 

THE COMIC EXPLOITATION OF SELF-INTEREST 

As a trait of character l one would hardly consider 

self-interest, amusing. In his plays, Moliere exploits the 

comic potential of this trait with the aid of certain 

techniques, some of which will now be discussed. We would, 

however t point out that we are in no way formulating a 

general theory of laughter, but are more concenred with 

examining Moliere I s vis comic~ in the ligh,t of first-hand l 

comments and of selected theories of laughter. Nevertheless, 

the dif£icul ty of formulating- systema'tic ideas on this area 

of human activity can scarcely be minimised. Indeed, Bergson 

specifies one of the many factors that contribute to this 

difficulty: 

Dne des raisons qui ont dU susciter bien des th§ories 
erronees ou insuffisantes du rire, crest que beaucoup 
de choses sont comiques en droit sans l'§tre en fait, 
la continuit§ de l'usage ayant assoupie en elles la vertu 
comique. 2 

The problem is further complicated by the fact that In the 

1 We propose to make use of the following: 
Moliere's La Critique de l'Ecole des Femmes and L'Impromptu 
'de Ve1.'saill'es I and the anonymousL,ettre sur la COni§die de 
'1 'Tm:posteur . 

2H . Bergson, Le' Rire in his' Oe'uVres I p. 405. 
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seventeenth century the word 'c'om"e"die had two senses. Firstly, 

it was t.lle g-eneral word for a play of any kind; secondly 1 it 

meant comedy in -the modern sense I the coun·terpart of trag-edy. 

We are concerned with the comic exploitation of self-

interest; in other words, 'fie are examining- to what ex-tent 

self-interest renders a character ridiculous and thus elicits 

amusement from the spectator. Swabey, for instance l sees 

the relationship between Don Quixote- and Sancho Panza as a con--

trast largely between two extreme attitudes to life, which 

may perhaps be interpreted as two forms of egoism: 

The don and his squire, Don Quixote and Sancho 
Panza, madman and bumpkin, come t.o syrnbolise t.wo 
fundamental at.titudes towards life, t.he world as it. 
ought to be and as it is. The don is mad basically 
because he refuses to admit. the distinction and 
unbridgeable gulf be-tween the objects of selfless 
aspiration and those of everyday life; whereas the 
clown is a clov\7n, despite his shrewd practical 
wisdom, because of his blindness to the presence 
of a hig-her invisible world. 3 

Moliere also uses this sort of contrast as, for example, 

between Dam Juan and Sg-anarelle. I-Ience W. G. Moore re--

marks that Dam Juan: 

.is built around the relationship of master and man . 

. The hauteur of the master is paralleled by the 
grovelling of the man, the free thought of the one 
by the bondag-e to cliche and magic of the other. 4 

3Marie Collins Swabey, Comic Laughter, p. 67. 

4W. G. Hoare) Moliere, a New Criticism, pp. 95-96. 
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The element of self-interest emerges largely through this 

contrast in that Dom Juan Ilis foolish where he thinks he is 

superior" 5 

It would also seem that Moli.ere's comedy largely de-

pends for its success on inducing a sense of selt-righteous-

ness, if not of superiority, in .the audience. Bergson visualises 

the psychogenesis of laughter in these terms: 

Nous verrions que Ie mouvement de detente ou 
d' expansion n' es·t qu' un prelude au rire, que Ie 
rieur rentre tout de suite en soi, s'affirme 
plus ou moins orgueilleusement lui-meme, et 
tendrait ~ considerer la personne d'autrui 
comme une marionnette dont il tient les 
ficelles. Dans cette presompt.ion nous 
demelerions d'aitleurs bien vite un peu 
d 'eg05~sme. 6 

In our enquiry, we seek to ascertain the measure of egoism 

endemic in laughter by examining reactions elicited from the 

audience by Moliere's use of automatism, irony, convention, 

satire, wit and humour. 

Bergson's thesis of comedy would seem to rest on three 

basic tenets, which he enunciates thus: 

En resume,. .un caractere peut etre bon ou 
mauvais, peu importe: s'il est insociable; il 
pourra deyenir comqiue. .Insociabilite du 
personnage, insensibilite du spectateur, voil~ 
en sommer les deux conditions essentielles. II 
y en a une troisieme ..• e1est l'automatisme. 7 

.5 Ibi.d., p. 97. 

6H. Bergson,'Le Rire in his Oeuvr'es, p. 482. 

7 Ibid ., p. 456. 
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At this junc-ture, the two factors with which we are more con-

cerned in the comic portrayal of self-interest in Moliere are 

insociabilite and automatism. It would f moreover, appear that 

lin Bergson I s interpre-tation the two factoJ~s are interdependent: 

La cause du raideur par excellence, c'est qulon 
neglige de regarder autour de soi et surtout 
en soi. B 

We, therefore, propose to elucidate and verify the validity 

of the Bergsonian9 

l . ,,10 sur .e vlvant, 

principle of comedy as "du mecanique plaque 

by examining the conduct of Sganarelle as 

aepic-ted in IJ I Ecole des _Mari~. 
o 

I th ' t' 1 1 C' 11 I 11. .. d' t 1 ' n lS par-lcu ar pay, 0ganare e s rlgl l y WOll Q 

seem to be evident both from his appearance and his conduct. 

Wi th regard to aP:Re;rance 1 he stands 011i.-: becahse he persis-ts 

in wearing outmoded clothes of Henry IV's era f as he claims 

that current styles -are both ridiculous and uncomfortable: 
o 

,------------.------

9Bergsonian automatism seems highly reminiscent, of 
the seventeen-th cen-[~_ury notion of "rrcan-machine Il 1 which came 
into such prominence as a result of Cartesian influence and 
ensuing mechanistic tendencies in philosophy, The tendency 
is perhaps illustrated by the PascalicU1 formula: IINous SOlmll(~S
automat.e autan-t qu'esprit ll

, B. Pascal, Pensees, no. 252. 

10 
,R, Bergson, ~e Ri.E~_ in Qeuv~~e~;f p. 410. 

l1Sganarelle uppears in six plays bebveen l660 and 1666 
namely: Le cocu imaqinaire, L'Ecole des Maris, Le Mariage force; 
Dom Jua~/-1-:-~A~ol1r- nl~de..Ein and~-~de_cill 0a1srre ~ui":--"-~------'---



De ces manches quIa table on voit tater les sauces? 
Et de ces cotillons appeles hauts-de-chausses? 
Et de ces souliers mignons, de rubans rev§tus, 
Qui vous fon·t ressemhler i:'t des pigeons pattus? 
Et de ces grands canons OU, comme en des entraves l 

On mettous les matins ses deux jambes esclaves, 
Et par qui nous voyons ces messieurs les' galants 
Marcher ecarquilles ainsi que des volants? 
Je vous plairais, sans doute, equipe de la sorte? 
Et je vous'vois porter les sottises qu'on porte. 
(I. i. 11. 31-40) .' 

This is, however, but an external manifestation of his 

fantaisie. Hubert argues: 
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As he [Sganarelle] consistently prefers his fantaisie 
to the opinions of the rest of humanity, he very---'
nearly affirms his own infallibility or at the 
very last the superiority of his pedagogical and 
moral principles.~2 

It is his fant.aisi~ or artificial way of life which isolates 

him and renders him ridiculous, or so it would seem from Ariste's 

comment: 

Cette farouche humeur, dont la severite 
Fuit toutes les douceurs de la societe, 
A tous vos procedes inspire un air bizarre, 
Et jusques a l'habit, rend tout chez vous barbare. 
(I. i. 11 . 13 --16 ) 

Sganarelle's raideur is largely the' consequence of his obstinat~ 

refusal to see anyone else's point of view. He becomes so 

convinced of the validity of his way of life that he regards 

it as being above criticism. Indeed, he considers that in 

educating his ward, Isabelle with the utmost strictness he has 

12J . D. Hubert, Moliere and the Comedx of Intellect:, 
p. 55. 
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found a unique antidote to cuckoldry. Hubert argues that 

this preconceived notion is totally erroneous: 

In a sense, he is predisposed in her favor, for he 
tends to see her [Isabelle] as a product of his 
educational system and therefore endowed 
with solid, old-fashioned virtues. Herein lies a 
paradox, for Sganarelle's fantaisie, far from 
consisting of unorthodox ideas ofh-is own invention, 
coincides with the sternest pedagogical clich~s 
of the old guard. 13 

Furthermore, Sganarelle cannot tolerate criticism of 

any sort, especially from Ariste whom he mocks with con-

siderable callousness, about his advanced age (I. i. 11. 55-

56) . He is equally suspicious of Isabelle's flighty sist.er, 

Leonor with whom Isabelle is permitted to have only, minimal 

conta~t, for fear of contamination. He has evolved an ideal 

education for his ward which largely depends on insociabilit~, 

on seclusion: 

.Mais j'entends que la mienne 
Vive ~ ma fantaisie,et non pas ~ la sienne; 
Que dlune serge honngte elle ait son vgtement, 
Et ne porte Ie noir qu'aux bons jours seulement; 
Qu'enferme au logis, en personne bien sage, 
Elle s'applique toute aux·choses du m~nage, 
A recoudre mon linge aux heures de loisir, 
Ou bien ~ tricoter quelque bas par plaisir; 
Qu'aux discours des muquets elle ferme l'oreille, 
Et ne sorte jamais sans avoir qui la veille. 
(~. ii. 11. l15~124) 

Through sheer fantaisie, he reserves the right to impose his 

own views on others, particularly his ward. Indeed his 

13 
J. D. Hubert, Holiere and the Comedy of Intellec·t, 

p. 56. 
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primary concern in marrying Isabelle is to become self-

ff " . l' . 14 su -lClent In llS own unlverse. 

Isabelle's plan to deceive her guardian largely owes 

its success to his rigidity and self-assurance. Hence Hubert 

contends: 

She bases each of her tricks_ on her guardian's 
prejudices and assumptions, and especially on 
his long stand~ng habit of trusting only his 
own judgement. 15 

As she feigns scorn for Val~re, Sganrelle regards him as an 

~nnocuous rival, convinced in-his inordinate self-confidence 

of the apparent success of his mode of upbringing. Hence he 

interprets Va.l~re I s reactions in the light of his 0~1l1 self·-

exultation: 

Que sa confusion para!t sur son visage! 
II ne s'attendait pas, sans doute, ~ ce message. 
Appelons Isabelle, elle montre Ie fruit 
Que l'§ducation dans une §me produit. 
(II. ii. 11. 443-446)-

He is content to shuttle16 back and forth between Isabelle 

and Va1~re, repeating their messages with almost mechanical 

precision, in a manner reminiscent of the diable ~ ressort17 

14"He had wanted all along to make Isane11e part of 
his own little universe I separated from the rest of humani-cy." 
J. D. Hubert, 1v101i~re and the Comedy of Intellect, p. 57. 

15 Ibid ., p. 55. 

16Ibid ., p. 53. 

17 H. Bergson, Le R~re in Oeuvr~~, p. 419. 
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evoked by Bergson. On ultimately discovering his ward's cunning f 

hO\-lever, he swears eternal hatred for the female sex, thus 

maintaining his inflexibility and isolation. 

vJ ..• : Go_' Mooreh.as argued· that 'J'af"tuffe is. di ffieul t to 

e'xp:Lain in terms of Bergs'onian ·aut.omatism: 
! -~ - "-" 

Raideur goes only part way to explain this comedy, 
in which the power of the. will is neutralised by 
the strength of appetite. 18 

He remarks 19 that neither Bergson nor Thibaudet regarded 

Tartuffe as a comic character, and is of the opinion that 

the impos·tor' s hypocrisy is "more biological than moral, dis-

. 20 
playing the strength and the limi-tation of a passioD;" 

Furthermore r in his view, the hypochondriac would seem to 

be only partly a case 6f rai<::1.eur in view of the latter's 

occasional spontaneity: 

up thinking for 
the most idiotic 

.he is pushed into 
excited and forgets 

Argan has certainly given 
himself and is a slave to 
statement of a doctor. 
position where he gets 
the slavery.21 

Hence disregard for nature rather than isolation from society 

18 W. G. Moore, Molie!e, a New Criticism, p. 110. 

19.Ibid.r p. 110. 

20Ibi~., p. Ill. 

21Ibid .. , p. Ill. 



appears to be W. G. Moore's criterion for the ludicrous in 

Moli~re's portrayal of self-interest. The notion that a 

charac-ter is rendered comic as a result of reification or 

automatism is, however I held by Poulet,22 who pu-ts forward 
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the view that the connc figure is the object of our senses, 

our judgement and our regarc! or look. This view would seem 

to coordinate the intellectual, moral and natural aspects 

of raideur. It would, therefore, seem that the principle of 

automatism may only be applied consistently to Moliere if 

Poulet's modifidation is taken into consideration, as it is 

perhaps sufficiently broad to explain the conduct of even 

the more complex figures, in general t.erms. 

Typification is also used to intensify comic effect 

largely through repetition. Repetition is, however, an aspect 

of automatism, at least according to Bergson: 

La ou il y a repetition, similitude complete, nous 
soupgonnons du mecanique fonctionnant derri~re Ie 
vivant. 23 

Typification would, therefore, appear to be a form of auto-

matism: 

Imiter quelqu'un, e'est degager la part dlautomatisme· 
qulil a laissee s'introduire dans sa personne. C'est 
done, par definition m~me, Ie rendre comique. 24 

22 v. G. Poulet, Etudes sur Ie temps humain (Edinburgh: 
University Press l 1949) I-PP. 116-124. 

23 H. Bergson, Le Rire in Oeuvres, p. 403. 

24Ibid ., p. 402. 
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This is perhaps the significance of Pascal's enigmatic comment: 

Deux "iJisages semblables I dont aucun ne fai-t rire 
en particulier, font rire ensemble. 2? 

I Bergson enunciates the notion of typification 1n these terms: 

Le personnage comique est un type. Inversement, 
la ressernblance a un type a quelqlle chose de comique. 
Nous pouvons avoir' frequente longtemps une personne 
sans rien decouvrir en elle de risible: si l'on 
profite d'un rapprochement accidentel pour lui appliquer 
Ie nom connu d'un heros dedrame et de roman r pour un 
instant au moins elle cotoiera a nos yeux Ie ridicule 

II est comique de se laisser distraire de 
soi-meme. II est comique de venir s'inserer. .dans 
un cadre prepare. 26 

The cadre prepare with regard ,to Moliere I s plays would seem 

to be theatrical convention, at least according to ~ouhier's 

view: 

Le the~tre vit de conventions. Sur la scene, tout 
est illusion 1 Ie temps, l'espace, la lumiere, et les 
gens eux-memes regoivent un nouvel etre de leur 
deguisement: ici r c'est l'habit qui fait Ie moine. 27 

Moliere's use of conventional types has been frowned 

on by certain critics and this disapproval of the more extreme 

element of burlesque in Moliere is queried by Bray: 

Le monde comique, non seulement n'est pas identique 
au monde de la vie, mais ne se mesure pas au meme 
-metre. En ce sens, il ne peut y avoir de comique 
outre. L'outrance est de l'essence du trait comique. 28 

25 B. Pascal, Pensees. ., no. 133. 

26 H• Bergson, Le Rire in Oeuvres 1 p. 458. 

27 H. Gouhier, Le The§tre et l'Existence, p. 104. 

28R. Bray, Moliere, homme de theatre, p. 369. 
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Rigal, furthermore, draws up a list of conventional types, 

largely relics of French and Italian farce, which are to be 

29 found in .Moliere' splays. In the early plays, that is, be-

fore the playwright's return to Paris and the production of 

Les Precieuses __ ridicules, the types portrayed are the amorous 

old man, such as Anselme ~f L'Etourdi: the naIve and crafty 

valet corresponding respectively to Mascarille of Le Depit 

amoureux and his counterpart in L'Etourdi: the pedant, like 

the docteur of La Jalousie du Barbouille. Rigal then dis~ 

cerns a metamorphosis as a result of Moliere Il soufflant sur 

les vieux fantoches, de leur donner la vie".30 The old man 

is then transformed into figures like Harpagon, the valet 

into Maltre Jacques of.L'A~, the female counterpart of this 

role being Martine of Les Femmes savantes, the pedant into 

types like the doctors of L'Amour medecin. The parasite is 

portrayed by Dorante of Le Bourgeois gentilhommei Tartuffe 

adopts the greater part of the hypocrisy formerly associated 

with the femme d'intrigue; and the" boastful soldier only 

appears once in the person of Sylvestre of Les Fourberies de 

Scapin. 

Moliere also creates a few types of his own, such as 

29 . 1 ~ 11 ... l'~ ?930 E. Rlga , De Jocle_ e a Mo lere, pp. _ - • 

30 Ibid ., p. 29. 
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the' .. d . 1 b d' t " t' 31 niarquls r-llC'U~ ~¥ y rawlng on con emporary lnsplra lon. 

The rtio.rquis ridicule may be said to possess an unnatural de-

gree of self-·interest; his lack of conscious awareness, more-

d h · b.1.h f l' J: d . d' . 1 32 over, ren ers lm OL 00 lS 1 an rl lCU ous. Acaste's 

- total absence of self-criticism is noted by Rudler: 
i 

De voir un etre aussi totalement entiche de lui-meme 
que l'est Acaste vous met dans une joie qui touche a 
la beatitude. 11 desarme i point. de resistance chez 
le spectateur, ni de moralite, ni de classei une 
satisfaction parfaite, une satisfaction d'artiste, 
qu'un homme remplisse aussi absolument sa definition. 33 

Hubert argues tha:t "blindness to one's shortcomings often 

takes the form of complacency".34 He adds that Acaste lIin 

damning himself with faint praise, prides himself only on ex

ternals. ,,35 Acas·te' s self-portrait would indeed seem to' 

justify this interpretation. (Le Misanthrope, III. i. 11. 

781-804) . He is glad to be weal thy, of good aristocrat.ic 

stock, and to have proved his' worth by dabbling successfully 

31"Le marquis aujourd'hui est le plaisant de la comediei 
et comme, dans toutes les comedies anciennes, on voit toujours 
un valet bouffon qui fait rire les auditeurs, de meme, dans 
toutes nos pi~ces de maintenant, il faut toujours un marquis 
ridicule qui divertisse la compagnie." (L1lmpromptu de Versailles( 
i. p. 216)' 

32v. Chapter I for features of the fool's psychology. 

33 cited by W. G. Moore I Moli~re r a New Criticism, pp . .113~4. 

34 J • D. Hubert, Moliere and the Comedy- of Intellect l p. 137. 

35_ .. ~ "~-
1.bld.. I p. 1..:5 / • 
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in state affairs. He enthuses over the excellence of his 

wit, his social graces and his fashion consciousness. In 

fact, his behaviour is largely characterised by blind and 

noisy adherence to the latest literary fad: 

Pour de l'esprit, jlen ai, sans doute; et du bon goUt, 
A juger sans etude et raisonner de tout; 
A faire aux nouveautes, dont je suis idolatre, 
Figure de savant sur les banes dutheatre; 
Y decider en chef t et faire du fracas 
A tous les beaux endroits qui meritent des has! 
(III. i. 11. 791-796) 

He also prides himself on his fine teeth and his popularity 

with the fair sex. Thus it emerges that Acaste, in his 

superficial way, has no doubts about his superiority and is 

oblivious of his d~fects. 

eli tandre I a fellovl margyis I lS equally a function 

of his vanity and the slave of fashion, or so we gather from 

Alceste's scathing despription of him: 

Est-oe par l'ongle long qu'il porte au petit doigt 
Qu'il slest acquis chez vous l'estime ou lIon Ie voit? 
Vous gtes-vous rendue, avec tout Ie beau monde, 
Au merite eclatant de sa perruque blonde? 
Sont-ce ses grands canons qui vous Ie font aimer? 
Llamas de ses rubans a--t-il su vous charmer? 
Est-ce par les appas de sa vaste rhingrave, 
Qu'il a gagne votre arne en faisant votre esclave? 
Ou sa fagon de rire l et son ton de fausset, 
Ont-ils de vous charmer su trouver Ie secret? 
(II. i. 11. 479-488) 

The stress on externals evident in the portrayal of 

the marquis ridicules, for instance~ is held by Gouhier to be 

a fundame·ntal attribute of the type : 



Dans Ie -type, l'exterieur tient a l'etre me me que 
definit l'essence et n'apparalt plus comme 
accidentel. 36 
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He is in concordance with Bergson's view that the type is a 

product of abstraction l although there is considerable divergence 

over the nature of this abs-traction. He distinguishes "I' ab-

straction par simplification et intensification" from "l'ab-

. . -- -- 1 . .. I. 3 7 stractlon par comparalson et genera lsatlon . His own 

approach is delineated in these terms: 

L'intensification qui extrait le type de la 
personali te historique est bea_ucoup moins 
l'effet d'une intelligence purifiee par 
"l'indifference que des sentiments liberes 
par la disparition de la sympathie. 38 

Despite the divergence of opinion of this sort, typification 

would appear to be con~only regarded as a major comic principle. 

W. G. Moore has asserted that "many comic effects can 

39 be obtained by the juxtaposition of the real and the assumed. 1I 

This would seem to raise the prospect of comic absurdity. In 

this sense, Moliere's theatre perhaps poses the question: IIFaut-

il accepter ou refuser la rnascarade?1I Bergson, however, argues 

36 H. Gouhier, Le The§tre et l'Existence, p. 143. 

3 7 Ib i ~., p. 15 8 • 

38Ib~d., p. 160. 

39 1·....·· .. W. G. Moore, Mo lere, a New Crltlclsffi, p. 40. 



that absurdity is-not a basic comic principle: 

L'absurdit~ n'est pas ici la sburce du comique. 
Elle n'est qu'un moyen tres simple et tres efficace 
de nous Ie r~v~ler.40 
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He also regards the techniques of degradation and exaggeration 

in the same light. 41 ·In h~s opinion t the most common form 

f ' '" b h 1 d 1 . d I 42 d h' o Juxtaposl tlon lS etween t e rea an t 1e ]_ ea i an t lS 

can evoke a measure of absurdity through sheer contrast. This 

juxtaposition l though not in itself comic can, nevertheless, 

convey irony and humour. At this juncture I vIe will limit 

our discussion to the notion of irony, which is defined by 

the concise Oxford dictionary as lIexpression of one's meaning 

by language of opposite or differ~nt tendency I especially 

simulated adoption of another's point of view for purpose of 

ridicule ll • 

W. G. Moore can b:-:!ndsth at II di s cret.ion imposed by 

social status is a simple form of maskll43i in this senseI the 

mask is the symbol of the assumed, in contrast with the real. 

40 G-A. Astre "Un comique de l' absu:cde II I p. 32. 

41Degradation is, however, rehabilitated by Freud, who 
sees it as a basis of the tendentious element in comedy. This 
is implicit at least in the following state: IITendent.ious jokes 
are so highly suitable for attacks on the great, the dignified 
and the mighty, who are protected by inner inhibitions and ex-·, 
ternal circumstances from direct disparagement. II S. Freud, 
Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious, p. 105. 

A '"I 

'±£H. Bergson, Le Rire in 2eu.vr~_~J p. 447. 

43W. G. Moore, Moliere I a New Cri.ticisr~l p. 41. 
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Considerable irony results, for instance, from the incongruity 

between what a servant really thinks of his master and what 

he is obliged to say in the- latter's presence. Hence Sganarelle t 

being a servant, is obliged to suppress or at least moderate 

his own interests for the sake of his wages. The dfchotomy 

between his real and assumed opinion is illustrated by the 

following example from Dam Juan: 

Man maitre est un fourbei il n'a dessein que 
de vous abuser, et en a bien abus§ dlautresi 
c'est ll§pouser du genre humain, et • 
(Apercevant dam Juan.) Cela est fauxi et qui
conque vous dira cela, vous lui devez dire 
qu'il en a menti. Man maitre nlest point 
ll§pouseur du genre humain, il nlest point 
fourbe, 'il nla pas dessein de .vous tramper, 
et nlen a point abus§ d'autres. Ah, tenez 
Ie voilEli demandez--le pI utot a lui-meme. 
(Dam JuanJ II. iv. p. 296) 

Incongruity is also evident when Arnolphe is forced 

to laugh at his treatment of Agnes, against his own inclinations. 

Horace reveals his affection for Agnes to Arnolphe, his fa"cher I s 

friend, without knowing that the latter is in fact the girl's 

jealous guardian, M. de la Souche. Hence the irony of the 

situation in which Arnolphe is obliged to feign amusement at 

his own antics: 

Horace: Riez-en done un peu, 
Arnolphe rit dlun air forc§. 

Cet homme I gendarme d '-abord contre man feu t 

Qui chez lui se retranche, et de gres fait parade, 
Comme si j'y voulais entrer par escalade; 
Qui, pour me repousser, dans son bizarr:e effroi 
Anime du dedans taus ses gens contre moi, 
Et qu'abuse a ses yeux, par sa machine meme, 
CelIe qui'il veut tenir dans l'ignorance extreme! 



Je'ri~ puis sbn~e~ §aris'd~ bon bo~u~ ~n'rir~; 
Et VOllS n'en riez pas assez a mon avis. 

Arnolphe, avec un ris forc§. 
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Pardonnez-mol , ren ris tout autant que je puis. 
(L'Ecole des Ferrtrn:es, III. iv. 11. 926-933 1 937-939) 

Another perspective is given to the juxtaposition of 

th 1 d h d b h . ,44 . h h e rea an . t e assume .y Gou ler s cont.entlon t at t ere 

is considerable oscillation between the individual and the 

typical in Moliere's more complex characters l such as Alceste 

and Tartuffe. This would also seem to be true of Argan, who 

occasionally forgets his hypochondria, which is possibly just 

a means of attracting attention and thus gratifying his 

It would appear that Argan forgets his hypo-

chondria whenever he gets excited. When 'roine·tte annoys him 

by questioning his parental authority, he chases her vigorously 

around the room without the aid of a stick (I. v. p. 633). On 

a different occasion (I. vi. p. 634) he also has sufficient 

strength to throw his pillows at Toinelle. A further note of 

irony is introduced when Cl§ante observes that Argan is look-

ing well, to which Toinette feigns disagreement: 

Comment! qu'il se porte mieux! 
Monsieur se porte toujours mal. 

Cela est faux. 
(II. 1. p. 640) 

The hypochandriac is well enough at least to attempt to cane 

his younger daughter, Louison for telling lies (II. viii. 

p. 647). His brother, B§ralde also notes that the hypochandriac's 

44H. Go.uhier, Le Theatre et l'Exist:.~nce, p. 150. 
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health appears to be improving as Argan, when overcome with 

emotion, rises in his chair (II. ix. p. 648) Despite the 

masquerade Argan, nevertheless, persists in enjoying at least 

one pleasure of healthy life, that is, wine, though fort 

tre nip e 1 with his me a Is ( I I. x . p. 65 6) . 

In short, the falseness of his hypochandria is re-

vealed in his own brief remark: "Je joue ici un plaisant 

personnage". (II. vi. p. 645) Thus it would seem that Argan's 

hypochondria is rendered ridiculous largely as a result of the 

os6illation between the individual and the typical, which is 

an aspect of comic irony~ The element of incongruity latent 

in irony is also noted by the author of the Lettre sur la 

Comedie de l'ImposteurJ who is of the view that "Ie ridicule. 

[est] quelque chose de relatif, puisque c'est une espece de 

disconvenance.,,45 We would, therefore, maintain that perhaps 

the common factor linking the comic portrayal of self-interest 

through use of automatism and irony is disconvenance, whether 

between man and machine, between the real and the assumed or 

between the individual and the typical. 

So far, we have been examining Moliere's comic 

technique wi-th regard to the theme of self--interest; now we 

propose to assess the ,possible moral element inherent in this 

45Lettre sur la Comedie de l'Imposteur, ed. Despois 
et Mesnard, Oeuvres de Moli~re, IV, p. 561. 
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theme. The moral element is largely associated with satire, 

:which is itself defined by the Concise Oxford Dictionary a~ 
, . 

lIuse of ridicule, irony, sarcasm, etc. in speech or writing 

for the ostensible purpose of exposing or discouraging vice 

or folly". In our enquiry, we endeavour to ascertain the 

extent to which satire has a moral as opposed to an aes'thetic 

value, so as to determine the probable nature of catharsis 

in Moliere. 

We would, however, remark that the problem is a 

difficult one, for in the seventeenth century the moral 

v~lue of the theatre was widely debated, often resulting in 

controversy. It is, therefore I hardly surprising that Tar--

tuffe, a pungent satire on religious hypocrites, should have 

been banned for forir years to placate the parti d§vot and 

the Compagnie du Saint-Sacr§ment. It should perhaps also be 

noted that Bossuet dogmatically conde~ned Pere Caffaro's 

apologia of the moral value of drama. Port-Royal was also 

vociferous in its denunciation of theatre and actors. In-

deed, in his Trait§ de la Com§die Nicole, a Jansenist, re-

garc1s drama as intrinsically immoral: 

Ainsi la com§die par sa nature me me est une 
§cole et un exercice de vice, puisqu'elle oblige 
n§cessairement a exciter en .soi-meme des passions 
vicieuses. 46 
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The case in favour of the moral va.lue of drama as· a 

result of catharsis is set forth by Milton in the preface of 

'Samson Agonistes, though with regard to tragedy: 

Tragedy, as it was anciently composed, hath been 
ever held, the gravest, modest, and most profitable 
of all other poems: therefore said by Aristotle to 
be of power by .raising pity and fear, or terror, to 
purge the mind of those and such like passions, that 
is, to temper and reduce them to just measure with 
a kind of delight, stirred up by reading or seeing 
those passions well imitated. 47 

The comic counterpart of this notion of catharsis is enunciated 

py Bergson: 

II Y a des etats d'ame t • .dont on s'emeut 
des guIon les connatt, des joies et des tristesses 
avec lesquelles on sympathise, des passions 'et des 
vices qui provoquent l'etonnement douloureux, 
ou la terreur, ou la pitie chez ceux qui les 
contemplent, en fin des sentiments, qui se pro
longent d'ame en ame par des resonances sentimentales 

.Tout cela est serieux, parfois m6me tragique. 
Ou la persqnne d'autrui cesse de nous emouvoir/ la 
seulement peut commencer la comedie. 48 

The moral value of Tartuffe, for instance, as a satire 

would seem to emerge frmn three major arguments at least. 

play has first been regarded, as W. G. Moore
49 

points out, 

The 

as 

an attack on the self-interest of religious people. This view 

47 'I S '( f d 1 d P J. Ml ton, amson Agonlste~ Ox or , C aren on ress, 
1925) I p. 13. 

48 B. Bergson, Le Rire in Oeuvres, pp. 450-451. 

49W. G. Moore, Moliere,· a New Criti~ism, p. 89. 
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S'o 
is corrobora·ted by Moliere's final preface of Tartuffe: 

Les hypocrites n'ont point entendu raillerie; ils se 
sont effarouches d'abord, et ont trouve etrange que 
j'eusse la hardiesse de jouer leurs grimaces, et de 
vouloir decrier un metier dont tant d'honn@tes gens 
se m@lent.. C' est un crime qu' ils ne sauraient me 
pardonner. .Suivant leur louable coutume~ ils ont 
couvert leurs inter@ts de la cause de Dieu; et Ie 
Tartuffe, dans leur bouche, est une piece qui offense 
lap-ietiL (1669 Preface of Tarttiffe 1 ed. du Seuil, 
p. 256) 

The second point, also discussed by W. G. Moore,51 is that 

once portrayed on stage the figure of the hypocrite was open 

to any interpretation, whatever the author's intentions. The 

third point is tha-t the raisonneur 1 in the form of Cleante I 

may be endowed with a moral purpose/ since he condemns the 

excesses of both Orgon and Tartuffe. The third point has, 

however, been discussed elsewhere in our study, where we 

concluded that the raisonneur's purpose is dramatic as opposed 

to moral. 52 

To return to the first point, Michaut has reviewed 

50we have not discussed the possibility that Moliere 
was attacking religion, and not merely religious people. 
This issue is examined by G. Michaut in considerable depth 
and the following view is cited: "Je voudrais savoir conTInent 
ce comique' Moliere pouvait t dans ses comedies, temoigner 
de ses sentiments religieux. Et je voudrais bien qu'on 
me citat les auteurs de comedies. .qui l'ont fait. II JJes 
L u t te s • • I p. 10 8 n • 

51W• G. Moore, Moliere, a New Criticism, p. 91. 

52 v. Chapter II of this study. 
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the whole issue in masterly fashion,S3 and contends that it 

is impossible to assert exactly which religious group in 

general or which person in particular Moli~re may have been 

satirising. 54 Furthermore 1 he argues that the most likely 

original model for Tartuffe is a certain Sieur de Sainte-

Croix, cited by Tallemant des Reaux. The difficulty of assess-

ing Moliere I s in-tention is complicated by the fact tha-t certain 

attitudes are common to both the pious and ·the hypocrite, as 

the author himself no-tes: 

On me reproche d'avoir mis des termes de piete dans 
la bouche de mon imposteur. He! pouvais-je mIen 
empScher, pour bien representer Ie caractere d'un 
hypocrite? (1669 Preface of Tartuffejed. ~u Seuil, 
p. 256) 

Furthermore, Moliere defends himself by observing that he lS 

satirising a general trait, not a specific individual: 

Toutes les peintures ridicules qulon expose sur 
les theatres doivent Stre regardees sans chagrin 
de tout Ie monde. Ce sont miroirs publics, on 
il ne faut jamais temoigner qulon se voie; et c'est 

. se taxer hautement d'un defaut, que se scandaliser quI 
on Ie reprenne. (La Critique de l'Ecole des Femmes, 
vi. p. 207) 

The second point mentioned is hard to disprove. Moliere's 

intentions would seem to be safeguarded to a certain extent by 

53 G. Michaut, Les Luttes. ., pp. 86-104. 

54 Ibid ., p. 66. 



that satire corrects the rough ridicule of the external 

manifestation of a general defect: 

Quoique la nature nous ait fait nattre de connottre 
la raison pour la suivre, pourtant, jugeant bien 
que si elle n'y attachoit quelque marque,sensible 
qui nous rendit cette connoissance facile r notre 
foiblesse et notre paresse nous priveroient de 
l'effet d'un si rare avantage. .Le ridicule est 
donc la forme exterieure et sensible, que la pro
vidence de la nature 'a attachee a tout ce qui est 
deraisonnable r pour nous en faire apercevoir r et 
nous obliger a Ie fuir. 56 

,The possibility that this form of ridicule will act as a 

moral corrective and hence result in moral catharsis is made 

hig-hly remote by the fact that argon, the dupe, is probably 

more ridiculed than Tartuffe, the scoundrel. The greater 

measure of ridicule directed at argon is noted by Nelson: 

Though Moliere has divided the limelight 
between the impostor and his victim, the play 
can still be inserted into the typical formula 
of Moliere drama-turgy: the monomaniac (Orgon) is 
the butt of the satire and the entire action 
is organised around the effort to break down 
his fanatical devotion to Tartuffe. 57 

550n the question of the authorship of the Lettre, v. 
Rene Robert, IJDes Commentaires de premiere main sur le8-

chefs-d'oeuvreles plus discutes de Moliere", Revue des Sciences 
humaines (1956), 19-49. 

56Lettre a la Comedie de l'Imposfeur in Oeuvres de 
Moliere, ed. Despois et Mesnard l IV i pp. 5-59-560. 

57 R. J. Nelson, liThe Unreconst_ructed Heroes of 
Holiere", p. 15. 
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Furthermore I a"t the" denouement Ta;t:'tuffe does not willingly 

abandon his egoism which takes the form of hypocrisy; he is 

forced to bow to a superior force -- the king. This would 

scarcely seem to be a highly mor"al conclusion; it is more 

in keeping with comic expediency, which necessitates a certain 

detente. 

Moliere's moral intentions, if he had any, are further 

obscured by his insistence on plaire, on the entertaining 

aspect of comedy:" 

Je voudrais bien savoir si la grande regIe de toutes 
les regles n'est pas de plaire. (La Critique de 
I' Ecole des Femmes. vi. p. 209) -

Owing to the fact that it is almost impossible to determine 

,the original model for Tartuffe, or Moliere's real intentions, 

we would subscribe to W. G. Moore's view that the moral element 

of Moliere's satire is more implicit than explicit: 

Whatever he Moliere may have meant, the figure 
of his hypocrite, once it had become public property 
by being put. .on the stage, was no longer restricted 
by any intentions or safeguards. It was there for all 
to see, and to interpret as they liked. Herein lies 
its satirical force. 58 

Having discussed the question" of moral reactions, we 

now propose to examine the varying responses elicited from the 

spectator by the use of \~i t and humour. The Concise Oxford 

dicitionary defines wit as the "power of giving sudden in-

tellectual pleasure by unexpected combining or contrasting-

of previously unconnected ideas or experiences." On the 

S8W. G. Moore, Moliere, a New CriticsID, p. 91. 
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other hand, humour according to Swabey "signifies a quality 

that pertains to actions, happenings, situations, or upon 

occasion to the verbal expression of ideas, which appeals 

markedly to sympathetic emotion for the sppreciation of in--

congrui ty. II Both aspects of the comic vlould, however 1 seem 
; 

to have one common factor at least, as Freud has noted: 

The joke -- work makes use of deviations from 
normal thinking -- of displacement and absurdity 
-- as technical methods fO.r producing a joking 
form of expression. 59 -

wit appeals less to our emotions than to our intellect. 

Hence Bergson argues: 

Le comique exige donc enfin, pour produire tout 
son effet, quelque chose comme une anesthesie 
morne.ntanee du coeur. II s' adresse aI' intelligence 
pure. 6,0 

Freud
61 

is of the opinion that the technique of wit rests 

on condensation, displacement, allusion, indirect expression, 

double entendre and the replacement of object association 

by word association. Indeed, he is greatly preoccupied 

with the linguistic aspect. Furth~rmore, he 62 links wit to 

59 8 ,., d • .r reu , Jokes and their Relation to the Unconsciou~, 
p. 

60 H. Bergson, Le Rire in Oeuvres, p. 389. 

61S • Freud, Jokes and their Relation in the Unconscious, 
pp. 41-42. 

6.2 b'd ~:...-.. , p. 88. 
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dreams, since they both spring from the amoral, alogical un-. 

conscious; and both help to liberate repressed emotions. He 

also distinguishes between the innocent and the tendentious 

witticism, which evoke different reactions. The innocent 

joke only elicits a smile and not laughter: 

The pleasurable e'ffect of innocent jokes is as a rule 
a moderate one, a dear sense of satisfaction, a slight 
smile, is as a rule all it can achieve in its hearers. 63 

He accounts 64 for this' greater sense of pleasure by contending 

that the tendentious draws on additional reserves namely65 

hostility, obscenity, cynicism and scepticism. He also argues 

that "economy in expenditure on inhibition or suppression" 66 

appears to be the secret of the pleasurable effect of tendentious 

jokes and that "th~s yield of pleasure corresponds to the 

, 67 
psychical expendi,ture that is saved." 

The pleasure of wit according to Freud "is derived from 

play with words or from the liberation of nonsense, and that 

the meanlng of the joke is merely intended to prot,eet that 

63 8 • Freud, Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious, 
p. 96. 

64 Ibid . , p. 96. 

65 Ibid . , p. 97 and p. 11.5. 

66!bid. , p. 119. 

6.7~L ~ -'1 p . ' , n 
~., .L.Ll). 
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1 f b · d . th b . t .. " 6 8 P easure rom eLng one away WL y crL-LCLsm. This is 

the childlike aspect of laughter r which is also noted by 

; 69 Bergson, amongs·t others. Swabey, on the contrary, maintains 

I that "wit involves an intellec·tual victory and the rejection 

of illogicality.,,70 

The element of self-interest comes into play, once 

jokes are regarded, as by Preud, as motivated by the desire 

for self-gratification: 

The process in the joke's first person produces 
pleasure by lifting inhibition and dismishing 
local expenditure; but it seems not to come 
to rest until, through the intermediary of the 
interpolated third person, it achieves general 
relief through discharge. 71 

This appears to be the motive behind Celemene's conduct in 

the portrait scene, in which she displays her trenchant wit. 

Her wit would seem .to be t'endentious, in the P·reudian sense 1 

and to illustrate Jasinski's comique satirique72 ; and this 

emerges from her acid remarks about Cleon's banquets: 

69 H. Bergson, ~e Rire in O~uv~, pp. 418-419. 

70 ' II' co b ' h 73 Marle Co lns owa ey, ComlC Laug ter, p. . 

71 S. Freud, Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious t 

p. 158. 

72 v. R. Jasinski I }oioliere et· Ie Misanthrope. 



Que de son cuisinier il slest fait un merite, 
Etque clest ~ sa table ~ qui lion rend visite . 
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• Mais je voudrais bien qulil ne sly servit pas: 
Clest un fort mechant plat que sa sotte personnel 
Et qui g§te, .~ mon goUt, tous les repas qulil donne. 
'(Le Misan··thr·ope, II. iv. 11. 625-626,628-630) 

~s opposed to wit~ humour is said by Freud to arise 
.' 73 

from II an economy in the. expenditure of affect" It con-

tains an element of emotional identification with the object 

of ridicule and is, i~ Swabeyls opinion, "metaphys~cally 

d tl 't,,74 eeper - 1an Wl • Bergson observes, however, that sympathy 

can be discouraged: 

II y. .a un art aussi de decourager notre 
sympathie au moment precls ou elle pourrait' 
s'offrir, de telle mani~re que la situation~ 
meme serieuse, ne soit pas pris au serieux. /5 

Hence a figure \'lho appeals to our sympathy can I nevertheless, 

cause amusement if he acts in a way that alienates this 

sympathy. Alceste, for instance, is rendered ridiculous because 

of incongruity; his high principles rest on a false prernise 

misanthropy. This is expressed. by Bergson as follows: 

73 S . Freud, Jokes and their Relation to the Unc~?scious, 
p. 118. 

74Marie Collins Swabey, Comic Laughter, p. 101. 

75 H. Bergson, La Rire in Oeuvres, p. 454. 



On dira que ce n'est pas l'honnetete d'Alceste qui 
est comique l mais la forme par-ticuliere que 
l'honne-tete prend chez lui e-t 1 en somme, un 
certain travers qui nous la g§te. 76 _ 

The point is further illustrated by Philinte's remark: 

Et je vous dirai tout franc que cette maladie, 
Partout ou vous allez, donne la comedie, 
Et qu'un 8i grand courroux contre les moeurs du 

temps, 
Vous -tourne en ridicule aupres de bien des gens. 
-(Le Misanthr-ope, 1. i. 11. 105-108) 

The technique of humour by which Alceste becomes amusing in 

88 

our eyes rests largely on the fact that he is an atrabilaire 

amoureuxj love and misanthropy engender conflict, especially 

when he chooses to love the very kind of person who~ his 

misanthropic instincts should logically lead him to shun. It 

is indeed amusing that he falls victiln to the very irrationality 

he condemns in others. This humorous treatment, however, be-

cause it consists of latent rather than blatant ridicule, pro

duces no more than a "rire dans llame",77 to cite Donneau de 

vise's well-known phrase. 

- With regard to t_he comic exploitation of the element 

of self-interest I we would conclude that possibly a most 

basic condition for laughter is a sense of superiority touch-

ing on infallibility on the part of the spectator. This view 

76 Ibid ., p. 452. 

77Cited by P. H. 
molieresque", p. 19. 

Nurse j "Essai de du Cornigue 



is expressed in the·L"et·tr-e su:r J.o: ·Co:m:ediede X'Impost·eur: 

Car quand nous voyons une action ridicule, la 
connoissance que nous avons du ridicule de cette 
action nous ~l~ve au-dessus de celui qui la fait, 
parce que, d'une part, personne n'agissant 
irraisonnablement ~ son su, nous jugeons que 
I' homme qui l' a fai te ig-nOl:e q"ll.' elle soi t de
raisonnable et la proit raisonnable; donc qulil 
est dans l'erreur ·et dans 1 'ignorance, que 
naturellement nous estimons des maux; d'ailleurs, 
par cela meme que nous en sommes exempts: donc 
nous sommes en cela plus eclaires, plus par
faits, enfin plus ~ue lui. 78 

89 

Humour/ however, raises a smile rather than out.right laughter 

partly because greater affectivity comes into play· and thus 

lessens our detachment, and partly because the resul ting 9.~_tente. 

is limited. This detente, however, owes more to a sensation 

of pleasure than to moral catharsis, although moral response 

is not rigidly excluded. Furthermore, Moli~re's comic por-

trayal of self-interest rests largely on incongruity, which 

is only made possible by the egoist's attempt to falsify his 

own nature by refusing to seek self-knowledge and to admit 

his limitations. It is in this sense that we accept the view 

that "toute contrariete qui procede d'un meme principe est 

essentiellement ridicule. ,,79 

78Lettre sur la Comedie de l'Imposteur in Oeuvres de 
Moli~re, IV, ed. Despois et Mesnard, pp. 564-565. 

79 b'~ 564 I let. I P> • 



CONCLUSION 

The element of self-interest is manifested through 

the psychology of Moliere's characters, who can generally 

be regarded as being rogues or fools. These categories are 

not rigid, however, for some of the more complex figures 

like Tartnffe, DOiH Juan,. Alces te and Argan are endO\ved with 

both attributes; it is just that one tends to predominate 

over the other in a given character. Self-interest in 

Moliere is considered unnatural once it deviates from norm-

a~ity, and leads certain figures to claim a considerable 

measure 'of infallibilty. It is this departure from real 

nature which is of crucial importance: 

On n'est jamais si ridicule par les qualites que lIon 
a que par celles que lIon affecte d'avoir.l 

Self-interest in Moliere can be motivated uncon-

sciously, especially with regard to the fool who has little 

or no appreciation of his own activities. It may also be 

conscious, as with rogues like Tartuffe and Scapin who 

deliberately attempt to mystify others. It appears to be a 

general principle that selfo-interest is seldom voluntarily 

surrendered at the denouement, although it may be involuntarily 

suppressed by external factors. On the other hand, the de-

nouement largely ensures that the egoist fails to extend his 

1 La Rochefoucauld, Maximes, no. 134. 

90 
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authority over others, as a result of being undermined on 

some important issue like marriage. 

Self-interest is seen to be exploited dramatically 

through language and plot-structure. The frequency of the 

use of various forms of repetition in Moli~re would seem to 

be indicative of the persistence of egoism. Plot-structure 

rests on loosely-linked scenes in relation to a master con-

cept, such as self-sufficiency with Dom Juan, which may be 
. ¥~ 

regarded as i·llumin-a~I'~g some aspect of self-interest. Binary 

structure rests on the portrayal of self-interest through the 

antinomy of rogues and fools: 

·-Un homme d'esprit serait souvent bien embarrasse 
sans la compagnie des sots. 2 

with ternary structure a juste milieu is introduced, embodied 

by t.he raisonneur I to iptensify the ant.inomy. The denouement. 

shows the fool falling victim to the rogue, who is in turn 

betrayed by his own excessive self-confidence. 

Comic exploitation of self-interest is assessed in 

terms of two basic factors: the egoism of the character por-

trayed and the sense of superiority" of the spectator. With 

regard to the portrayal of egoism, amusement can result from 

the use of automatism, convention and irony, although possibly 

from any single one of these techniques. Incongruity in 

general would seem to.be the most frequent source of ridicule. 

Since self-interest may be regarded as a vice, or at least an . 

2 La Roche fo ucauld, ~aximes, no. 140. 
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aberration, the possibili·ty of moral catharsis resulting. from 

satire.was disc~ssed. Owin·g to the difficulty of distinguishing 

between Moliere I s moral and aesthe·tic intentions , it was held 

that the moral element was probably more impl~cit than explicit. 

On considering the dichotomy between wit and humour 

and the variety of comic responses elicited, one common factor 

seemed to emerge: the sp·ecta'cor I s sense of superiori t.y which 

is brough·t into play more by the tendentious element of wit. 

Gouhier upholds the element of superiority or orgueil, even 

where momentary sympathy exis·ts. The point is systematically 

~rgued with reference to Pierre, a hypothetical object of 

amusement: 

Pierre est mon sernblable, cela vent dire qu I il est 
un rnoi com.'1le jlen suis un moi-meme. Je l'aime non 
comme s'il etait moi mais parce qu'il est un moi 
et que tout etre ayant la digr11 te d; un moi appelle 
11 amour. La sympathie ne lui prete nnlleme11t mon 
moi: au contraire, elle affirme le sien; si elle 
s'acheve en.amitie, je l'aime parce que clest lui, 
peut-etre parce que crest moi. De l~ le paradoxe 
de la personne qui est mon semblable sans cesser 
d'etre autre: nos dissemblances sont meme la con
dition de cette profonde similitude; pour etre 
semblable ~ moi, Pierre doit etre, comme moi,une 
personne originale et unique, donc distincte des autres 
. . . et de moi. 3 

This st~dy has endeavoured to examine the psychological, drama

tic and comic exploitation of the Element of self-interest in 

Moliere. Whatever conclusions our enquiry has enabled us to 

formulate, we would,nevertheless, agree with La Rochefoucauld's 

c.omment: 

3R. Gouhier, Le The~tre et l'Existence, p. 135. 



Quelque decouverte que lIon ait faite dans Ie 
pays de'llamour':':'propre, il y reste encore bien 
des terres inconnues~4 

; 
i 

4La Rochefoucauld, Maximes-, no. 3. 
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